TR100/2002
All hail the TR100! These 100 brilliant young innovators—all under 35 as of Jan. 1,
2002—are visitors from the future, living among us here and now. Their innovations will have a deep impact on how we live, work and think in the century to come.

This is the second time Technology Review
has picked such a group. The first was in
1999, our magazine’s centennial year.
That was a wonderful experience,
but we’ve learned a lot in the last
three years, and we think this
installment is even more exciting
than the first.
For one thing, we’ve chosen a
special theme for this version of
the TR100: transforming existing
industries and creating new ones. We
looked for technology’s impact on the real
economy, as opposed to the now moribund
“new economy.” The major hot spots where we
think a fundamental transformation is in progress include
information technology, biotechnology and medicine,
nanotechnology and materials, energy, and transportation.
The bulk of the TR100, who are profiled in the following
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

pages, come from those five areas. These innovators are first grouped alphabetically
and then indexed by their areas of
work (p. 95).
In addition to this offering in
our magazine, we’ve posted an
augmented version of the TR100
special section on our Web site,
with more information about all
the honorees and a rich set of links
to sites pertaining to their original
research (www.technologyreview.
com/tr100/feature). Choosing this group
has been a painstaking process that began
more than a year ago. We could not have succeeded
without our distinguished panel of judges (p. 97). But it’s
been worth it. We promise that as you watch the careers
of these 100 people unfold, you will be able to accompany
them back to their home: the future. ◊
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TR100PROFILES
ADEKUNLE ADEYEYE
NANOTECHNOLOGY

AGE 33 Ten years ago, Adekunle Adeyeye left his

computer-programming job in Ibadan, Nigeria,
to get a master’s in microelectronics engineering
at the University of Cambridge in England. Despite a rocky start, he finished atop his class. He
joined the physics PhD program at the university’s Cavendish Laboratory, where he researched
magnetism in thin films. He then became the first Nigerian elected as a prestigious junior
research fellow of Trinity College at Cambridge.There, Adeyeye devised nanofabrication techniques that allowed him to create novel nano magnets. His mentor, physicist Stephen Julian,
attributes Adeyeye’s success to “tremendous energy and creativity.”Today Adeyeye is a founding
researcher at the $10 million Information Storage Materials Laboratory at the National University
of Singapore, where he works in the field of “spintronics.” Conventional electronics take advantage of the charge of electrons in semiconducting materials. But electrons also have a property
called “spin.” If Adeyeye succeeds in better utilizing electron spin, he could help revolutionize
memory and logic devices, leading to smaller, faster and less power-hungry computers.
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE

CHRISTOPHER AHLBERG

AGE 33

SOFTWARE
SPOTFIRE

DOUG BARLAGE

AGE 32

NANOTECHNOLOGY
INTEL

When he was 10, Doug Barlage started making electronic toys with store-bought transistors. Now at Intel, he is building the world’s
smallest, fastest transistors for future computers. In particular, he has improved the devices’
gate oxide—a thin layer that prevents transistors from leaking current but limits their size
and speed. Intel’s latest version is just three
atoms thick. Until Barlage came along,
researchers struggled with how to determine
the electrical properties of materials so thin;
some thought it pointless. Barlage forged
ahead, getting more performance from
advanced measuring tools than their manufacturers thought possible.“We drove right
through the stop sign,” he says.The results
allowed Barlage to build the optimal gateoxide configurations. Using designs made
possible by Barlage’s measurements, Intel has
twice set the world record for transistor size
and speed, and a third record is close at hand.
Coworkers describe Barlage as “meticulous
and driven” as he explores just how far he can
push transistor technology.“We’re probing
the physical barriers,” he says,“but haven’t
seen any limits yet.”
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No pictures adorn Christopher Ahlberg’s office.
The Swedish-born computer scientist and
amateur kickboxer says simplicity encourages
people to do what’s needed and move on.This
philosophy pervades his company, Spotfire. Its
DecisionSite software allows computer users to
go into multiple databases regardless of their
format, easily import, export and manipulate
very large data sets, and visualize the results in
dynamic graphs, charts and plots. In other
words: get the information they need and get out. More than 400 biotech, pharmaceutical, oil
and gas, chemical, and auto companies—from Merck to Saab—now use DecisionSite to help
them render verdicts on everything from scientific experiments to manufacturing lines.
Founded in 1996 by three people, the privately held company now employs 175 in Somerville,
MA, and Göteborg, Sweden. Ahlberg has grander designs for DecisionSite, too. Chief among
them: becoming the one application companies use to interrogate databases around the
world over the Internet, as simply as they navigate text documents on the Web.

ANDREW BARROWS

AGE 34

TRANSPORTATION
NAV3D

For years, researchers have dreamed of improving air traffic safety and efficiency by giving
pilots a real-time 3-D display that shows how
to navigate terrain, even in bad weather. But
merging Global Positioning System data with
graphical displays of the earth’s surface proved
dauntingly expensive. As a PhD candidate in
aeronautical engineering at Stanford
University, Andrew Barrows delivered the first
practical, inexpensive “highway in the sky.” He
did it by writing software that merges GPS location information with images from terrain databases and shows the pilot a series of rectangles.The pilot need only keep the plane flying
through these targets.“Fifteen years from now, every airplane will have a sophisticated version
of this,” says John Hansman, MIT professor of aeronautics and astronautics.While the Federal
Aviation Administration works on certifying this type of system, Barrows has left academe to
become president of Nav3D in Palo Alto, CA. One big client, Boeing, is adapting his technology
for military use. Nav3D is also exploring displays that would help construction crews “see”
underground gas lines or guide firefighters through smoky buildings.
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

RICHARD BARTON

AGE 34

INTERNET AND WEB
EXPEDIA

ANGELA BELCHER

AGE 34

NANOTECHNOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

Angela Belcher “fell in love” with molecules
as a college freshman. As a doctoral
student at the University of California,
Santa Barbara, she answered provocative
questions that fused the biological and
physical sciences. Chief among them:
could proteins sculpt the structure of
semiconductors? Belcher identified a series
of proteins that bind to semiconducting
nanoparticles and used them to help direct
the assembly of the nanoparticles in ways
not possible before. Belcher and her
postdoctoral advisor, Evelyn Hu, formed a
company, Semzyme, based in Santa
Barbara, CA, to create such protein tools.
Now at the University of Texas, Belcher says
her passion for science remains so intense
that she often wakes at 2:00 a.m. ready to
head to the lab. Recently, her team
discovered a novel way to make liquid
crystalline films. Belcher is also using
proteins loaded with semiconductors to
help create nanoscale “quantum wires” for
tiny electronic components. Belcher plans
to continue her research this fall as an MIT
professor.

VINCENT BERGER

In 1994, Richard Barton devised a plan to
revolutionize the travel industry. He
convinced Bill Gates, his boss, that online
travel planning had a future and in 1996
launched Expedia. In 1999, Barton spun the
company off from Microsoft and has since
grown it into a thriving dot com. Today the
site receives queries from 15 million people a
month. In February, USA Networks—which
owns Ticketmaster and Citysearch—acquired
majority interest in Expedia for more than $1.3 billion. Barton, who helped develop the MSDOS 5.0 and Windows 95 operating systems, says,“Our competitive differential is all about
technology.” Under his leadership as chief executive officer, Expedia developed an awardwinning algorithm that compares prices on billions of flight combinations and allows
customers to find and buy the lowest fares. Barton now wants to make the customers’ transactions even easier and more secure while customizing services to each person’s buying
habits.“Helping people take a trip is fundamental to our long-term dream,” he says.

ELIZABETH M.
BELDING-ROYER

AGE 27

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA

Today’s mobile data networks are spotty. If
you’re not within range of a transmitter or are
cut off by large obstacles like skyscrapers,
you’re out of luck.The solution could be
networks that form only when needed, and
Elizabeth M. Belding-Royer may deliver them.
As a graduate student at the University of California, Santa Barbara, Belding-Royer worked
with Nokia research fellow Charles Perkins to
develop the necessary network protocols—the operational instructions. If your handheld
device finds itself with a nonexistent or failing signal, it can use Belding-Royer’s protocols to
find and connect with nearby wireless devices.These neighbors then find a path through still
other wireless devices to create an ad hoc but solid connection. Designing the protocols
helped Belding-Royer land a professorship at UC Santa Barbara, and the Internet Engineering
Task Force is now considering turning them into standards. Applied, the protocols could eliminate “dead zones” that wireless transmitters don’t reach and make it cheaper and easier to set
up networks everywhere—from the Sahara to downtown Los Angeles.

AGE 33

Vincent Berger has two jobs, two labs, even twin
babies. As a researcher at Paris-based aerospace
THALES
giant Thales, he developed the technology
behind a new short-wavelength night-vision camera for military surveillance. But he’s best
known for his theoretical contributions in optical semiconductors, quickly becoming a
linchpin of telecommunications. At 29, Berger was the first to describe ways to integrate photonic crystals with bulky optical devices such as routers. Many think this work will lead to
wafer-thin chips that can manipulate photons the way semiconductors control electrons. He
was also first to demonstrate that light waves could change color in gallium arsenide, the
superfast material of choice for the ubiquitous semiconductor laser. While others convert
Berger’s theories into technologies such as miniature cryptography devices, telecom traffic
busters and air pollution detectors, he is busy balancing his position at Thales with his new
role as university professor. He looks forward to forging industry-university partnerships—not
often found in France—to boost the commercialization of photonics research.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
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EWAN BIRNEY

AGE 29

BIOTECHNOLOGY
EUROPEAN BIOINFORMATICS INSTITUTE

ERIC BONABEAU

AGE 34

SOFTWARE
ICOSYSTEM

Bugs can improve business. So says theoretical physicist Eric Bonabeau, who has spent 10
years watching ants and wasps to understand “swarm intelligence.” He derives rules
from their complex behavior and applies
them to optimize telecom network routing
and gasoline pricing. A French citizen,
Bonabeau studied biology and physics
before being hired in 1990 at France Telecom
to improve network intelligence.When he
approached managers with ideas based on
insects, they ignored him. He left in 1996 to
become a research fellow at the Santa Fe
Institute in New Mexico, where he studied the
behaviors of insect colonies, including how
ants self-organize to find the most efficient
paths to food.The key, he says, is spotting the
“emergent behavior” of the colony. In 1999 he
started consulting company Icosystem in
Cambridge, MA, which has worked with BP, Eli
Lilly and Unilever. Using Bonabeau’s antbased algorithms, Southwest Airlines revised
work procedures and the flow of baggage in
its cargo-handling process.The scheme cut
package transfer rates by 70 percent at busy
hubs, saving the company millions of dollars.

DANIEL BRANAGAN

Think of the human genome as Tolstoy’s War
and Peace in the original Russian—immense,
exciting, but for most, indecipherable. British
bioinformatician Ewan Birney wants to make
the genome’s information accessible to all. His
Ensembl software and data allow researchers
to find information on the Web on any known
or predicted gene and to automatically match
pieces of genes they have sequenced with
other genes—without tediously combing
through endless raw-sequence data. Cofounded by Birney, the Ensembl project has become
one of the most popular resources for genome research, and its software is freely available to
use and modify.With his related work adapting programming languages such as Perl and Java
to biological projects, Birney has become a force in the bioinformatics open-source
community.“In bioinformatics” he says,“the software is actually not that important.What’s
much more important is the data.” Birney’s ambitious tools will help researchers deliver on the
promise of new drugs and treatments derived from the Human Genome Project.

STEPHEN BOPPART

AGE 33

MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN

Stephen Boppart grew up in Illinois farm country, where he acquired a get-things-done
attitude. His master’s-degree advisor says,
“The speed with which he can conceptualize,
test and implement is remarkable.”While
simultaneously completing a PhD in medical
and electrical engineering at MIT and an MD
at Harvard, he published 44 peer-reviewed
papers and book chapters. During those
seven years, Boppart helped dramatically
improve the resolution of optical-coherence tomography, an imaging technique that sends
near-infrared laser light into a person’s tissues and then interprets its reflection from structures
within. Boppart also converted the hardware into a handheld probe that looks like a laser
pointer. Surgeons at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston are using it to see through a
patient’s skin before making an incision. Recently Boppart received funding from the Whitaker
Foundation, the National Cancer Institute and NASA to determine how to use opticalcoherence tomography in cancer diagnosis. He is now developing contrast agents, such as
carbon and melanin, that will increase a tumor’s resolution when seen using this technique.

AGE 33

When most people speak of advanced materials,
they mean semiconductors or biopolymers. But
IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING AND
Daniel Branagan means steel.The materials sciENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY
entist is transforming metals industries with his
new “superhard steel.” His novel process rapidly cools molten steel into a glasslike solid, then
heats the solid to form a unique nano structure.The result is a coating that outperforms the
hardest metal coatings, even tungsten carbide, at one-third the price. Superhard steel is cheap
and easy enough to manufacture that applications could range from rock crushers to kitchen
knives. More than 500 companies have expressed interest in using Branagan’s material to make
tougher, lighter, longer-lasting products. Branagan may license the patent from the U.S. Department of Energy—which oversees his lab—to create a spinoff company.The Michigan native
launched his career 12 years ago by developing tougher rare-earth magnets for computer hard
drives. But while other metallurgists tout Branagan’s innovations as feats of nanoscale
engineering, to this ranch owner outdoorsman they’re “just fancy steels.”
MATERIALS
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ARNAUD BRIGNON

AGE 33

Lasers are found in everyday products, from
compact-disc players to bar code readers. But
THALES
in a laser beam strong and focused enough to
shoot down an enemy aircraft or chisel pin-sized mechanical parts out of metal blocks, the
hyperexcited photons have to be controlled so they don’t scatter. Improvements on solidstate lasers have been stymied by the tendency of a beam to distort as the crystal at the
heart of a laser heats up. Arnaud Brignon, who was born eight years after the laser was
invented in 1960, has solved this problem by developing a self-correcting mirror made from
nonlinear crystals that cancels the distortions. His division of multinational aerospace giant
Thales, in Orsay, France, is identifying markets for commercial versions of the laser, which
Brignon says could be ready in three years. While working on a next-generation laser,
Brignon finds time to hunt for dinosaur remains in the fields of France. He recently
discovered a tooth from a 100-million-year-old armored ankylosaur that was previously
undocumented in his country.
HARDWARE

SERGEY BRIN

AGE 28

INTERNET AND WEB
GOOGLE

FIONA BRINKMAN

AGE 34

BIOTECHNOLOGY
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY

Pathogens often exploit our cells to thrive.
Fiona Brinkman therefore hypothesizes that
some of their genes are similar to human
genes. By identifying such genes computationally, Brinkman is trying to understand
how drugs could stop pathogens from storming the body’s fortress. Brinkman coordinates
this interdisciplinary work through an online
“pathogenomics” project she runs from
Simon Fraser University in British Columbia. It
uses a free program she developed called
PhyloBlast to evaluate relationships between
genes by comparing their sequences and the
proteins they code for. Previously, Brinkman
organized the first Internet-based effort to
refine and annotate bacterial genome data,
focusing on P. aeruginosa, a widely drugresistant bacterium that causes fatal
infections in cystic-fibrosis patients.The
group gained critical insight into how the
bacterium works, which had eluded
researchers.“Once we have the parts list for
how the bug is functioning,” Brinkman says,
“we can figure out new approaches to drugs.”
Her collaborative electronic approach is now
being used by other genome researchers.
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

Today’s World Wide Web is a jungle. How to
speedily and smartly sort through it? More
than 150 million times a day, users turn to
Google, the four-year-old search engine developed by a pair of Stanford University graduate
students. Sergey Brin and Larry Page (p. 84),
PhD candidates in computer science, often
found themselves stymied when hunting for
data.“Innovation in search had halted,” recalls
the Russian-born Brin, who had been researching data mining. Brin and Page dropped their doctoral work and came up with PageRank.The
software measures the importance of a given Web page by how many other pages link to it—
and by how important those linked pages are. As soon as Mountain View, CA-based Google
went live in 1998, it attracted Web surfers who wanted rational search results.Today nobody
lists as many Web pages (over two billion) or sorts them as fast (a typical search takes under a
second). Now that Google is a success, Brin, once known as a jokester, says he has turned
serious.“Jokes are no longer allowed—that’s what our PR people tell me,” the copresident says.

STEPHEN BROSSETTE

AGE 30

MEDICINE
MEDMINED

Although he’s a doctor, Stephen Brossette
thinks he can save more lives by using technology than by seeing patients. As a University
of Alabama at Birmingham graduate student,
Brossette developed a mathematical technique for finding subtle, otherwise unnoticed
patterns in medical data. His approach can
reveal an impending outbreak of a hospitalborne infection by identifying patients who
share similar demographic backgrounds,
frequent the same hospital rooms and have the same odd microorganisms in their lab
cultures. In 2000, Brossette formed MedMined in Birmingham, AL, to market his innovations.
The company currently has eight employees serving as many hospitals.They sift through
masses of data provided by the hospitals to uncover patterns of nascent antibiotic resistance
and outbreaks of infectious pneumonia, diarrhea and other diseases. Brossette says early
detection can improve intervention—vital because two million patients acquire infections in
U.S. hospitals each year, and 90,000 of them die.The amateur photographer and Cajun/Creole
chef is also analyzing how best to apply his tools to bioterrorism and contaminated foods.
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CHRIS BURGE

AGE 33

Chris Burge admits it’s been hard to choose a
research focus. In high school he won math
MIT
contests but in college majored in biology. He
traveled to Nicaragua to see if medicine was his calling but wound up teaching people there
about computers. He finally settled on the interface between biology and mathematics and
returned for graduate study in math at Stanford University, his alma mater. The sophisticated
computer program he developed there, called Genscan, predicts the locations of genes in the
human genome and what proteins they produce. Released in 1997, Genscan is the most popular program of its type. Geneticists and molecular biologists are using it to identify human disease genes and potential drug targets and are applying it to agriculture. It is available free on
the Web for nonprofit use and has been licensed to dozens of companies. Now at MIT’s
biology department, Burge has developed a companion program, GenomeScan, that
compares known proteins to increase the accuracy of Genscan predictions. He hopes to
answer fundamental questions that could shed light on how human genes are expressed.
BIOTECHNOLOGY

JOSEPH CARGNELLI

AGE 32

ENERGY
HYDROGENICS

AGE 31

ENTERTAINMENT
ID SOFTWARE

For a decade, John Carmack, cofounder of id
Software, has revolutionized the computer
game industry with immersive first-person
shoot-’em-up games where players maneuver through 3-D worlds as characters on the
screen. Since 1992 the self-taught programmer has attracted a devoted following of
millions and has broken sales records with
Wolfenstein 3-D, Doom I and II and the threepart Quake series. His work raised the
standard from simple games to complex,
role-playing scenarios, which are so
compelling that the U.S. Marines have used
the games to train fighters.To make possible
more realistic environments, Carmack has
used leading-edge graphics hardware to create game engines, and he freely allows developers to improve them.“A great many people
in the industry got their start modifying our
games,” he says proudly. Carmack—who also
builds small rocket-powered vehicles—and
his crew in Mesquite,TX, are working on a
new engine that improves the depth and texture of 3-D environments. His ultimate goal:
achieve a level of rendering equal to those “of
film and television graphics.”
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HOWIE CHOSET

AGE 33

HARDWARE
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY

Howie Choset built himself a “snakebot” named
Schmoopie, but that’s not what sets him apart
from colleagues.The mechanical engineer and
roboticist has developed motion-planning
algorithms that ensure his autonomous, multijointed snakes not only sense and respond to
objects in their path but explore every nook
and cranny as they traverse a terrain. Other
path-planning algorithms leave room for ambiguity, but Choset’s provides for complete coverage. As a result, the U.S. Office of Naval Research is funding Choset to build robots that search
for buried mines. Choset has equipped his bots with mine detectors; when they sense a mine,
they map its location, then maneuver around it. Choset is also working with Ford Motor to
develop robotic car-painting techniques that will save production time. During it all, he has
developed the robotics minor at Carnegie Mellon University and says,“I would like to see this
work get to the high-school and junior-high level and have students build robots to learn basic
math and physics.” Choset also hopes his algorithms and theories will one day be used in nonrobotic applications, such as predicting crime patterns.
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

BURGE: FURNALD/GRAY

JOHN CARMACK

Hydrogen fuel cells promise to break the
world’s fossil fuel habit without a puff of carbon dioxide, and Joseph Cargnelli is helping
them deliver. In 1995, from a small room above
his family’s machine shop in Toronto, Ontario,
the mechanical engineer and two associates
launched Hydrogenics.The company made its
mark producing test stations Cargnelli
designed and assembled to put fuel cells
through their paces.The test units accelerated
the work of fuel cell developers and secured Hydrogenics’ $84 million initial public offering in
2000.Today Cargnelli, vice president, is worth millions. But the roar of equipment still fills his
shop floor office at a complex on Toronto’s west side, where Hydrogenics is developing its
own fuel cell engines. Last year, in a six-month span, Cargnelli’s team prototyped a fuel cell
generator and transformed it into a backup power supply to keep cell tower antennas and
their networks alive during blackouts.This work clinched a partnership with General Motors.
To Cargnelli, success just means one more step toward the hydrogen economy.

JOSH COATES

AGE 28

SOFTWARE
SCALE EIGHT

BENJAMIN CRAVATT

AGE 31

BIOTECHNOLOGY
SCRIPPS RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Chemical biologist Benjamin Cravatt is developing tools to illuminate the roles of proteins
and enzymes in humans and animals. Cravatt
and colleagues have synthesized dozens of
fluorescent probes that chemically bind to
enzymes in laboratory samples of healthy
and diseased tissues, then light up when
excited by a laser scanner.The technique can
show which enzymes are more or less active
in cancerous cells, which could herald a
breakthrough for proteomics—the attempt
to identify the structures and functions of
human proteins. Cravatt’s protein-activitybased approach represents an advance over
methods that merely infer protein function
by comparing the abundance of proteins in
samples. His technology also forms the basis
of ActivX Biosciences in La Jolla, CA, which he
cofounded in 2000 and now employs more
than 40 people. Applications for the chemical
probes include improving medical
diagnostics, identifying new drug targets and
facilitating drug tests.“Helping with the
development of a single drug would be
huge,” the hyperkinetic researcher says,“but
we hope to do this many times over.”

PAUL DEBEVEC

Ignore the bare feet. Josh Coates may look like
an exuberant techie grad student, but he is a
serious business player who has convinced
investors to pony up $55 million for his 1999
San Francisco startup, Scale Eight.The chief
technology officer has a paradigm-shattering
idea that says the right software deployed over
the Internet or local networks will let large corporations dramatically cut their data storage
bills. Right now, data storage involves expensive, proprietary hard drives that are usually deployed at a few central sites; it’s a $20 billion
market set to grow inexorably as more computers produce ever more information. But Scale
Eight challenges that inevitability. Coates says his software will let customers use networks to
route data to scores of cheap, off-the-shelf hard drives, where they can be stored inexpensively
and securely.“I’m trying to sweep hardware out of the way and thereby commoditize storage,
really lowering the costs,” says Coates, who counts Microsoft among his two-dozen customers.
“Software has no bounds,” he adds.“If you can think of it, you can do it in software.”

NATHANIEL DAVID

AGE 33

BIOTECHNOLOGY
SYRRX

Leave it to a structural biologist who thought
about becoming a pastry chef to write an
industrial-scale recipe for accelerating drug
discovery. In 1999, with a doctorate from the
University of California, Berkeley, Nathaniel
David cofounded Syrrx, the world’s first automated factory devoted to analyzing proteins
and their interactions with drugs using structural biology.The three-dimensional shape of a
protein determines how well a particular drug
will bind to it, but the structures of many critical human proteins remain unexplored. It can
take researchers in a traditional lab months to produce, purify and crystallize a single protein
and confirm its shape. Under David, San Diego-based Syrrx adapted robot arms from automotive assembly lines to crystallize proteins with far greater speed: the company can reveal 11
to 15 structures a month. Some scientists doubted the feasibility of automating an intricate lab
process, but David—who claims his best quality as an innovator is stubbornness—prevailed.
As sole employee for 16 months, he raised $25 million. Syrrx now has 131 employees, $100 million in capital and has analyzed 90 potential drug targets for three pharmaceutical makers.

AGE 30

Paul Debevec’s rise to computer graphics
stardom sounds like a fairy tale. In 1996 Debevec
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
presented a paper on Façade, a system he developed as a student that digitally generates 3-D scenes from 2-D photographs. Soon after, he was
flown to Hollywood to present his technology to John Dykstra, the visual-effects supervisor on
Batman and Robin. Effects companies have since used Debevec’s techniques in several films,
including The Matrix. Debevec now directs the graphics laboratory at the University of Southern
California, where he is perfecting the Light Stage. Inside this three-meter-wide spherical
structure, actors and objects are illuminated by 156 light-emitting diodes that duplicate light
from any environment. For example, an actress can be illuminated with light recorded inside the
Sistine Chapel, and her image can be simultaneously superimposed on a scene set there.The
technique yields far more realistic results in less time than the standard method of adjusting
concocted lighting frame by frame.“The idea is to use the light from the actual scene, rather than
manually try to approximate it,” says Debevec, who admits to being under Hollywood’s spell.
ENTERTAINMENT
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MICHELLE EFFROS

AGE 33

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CALTECH

JENNIFER ELISSEEFF

AGE 28

MEDICINE
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Jennifer Elisseeff is shining light on better
ways to repair human tissue.While getting
her doctorate in medical engineering from
the Harvard University-MIT Division of Health
Sciences and Technology, Elisseeff designed a
liquid polymer that can keep cartilage cells
alive. In patients, the polymer hardens into a
hydrogel—a scaffold on which the cells can
develop into new tissue. Normally, surgeons
have to cut open a patient to insert such a
polymer, and shine light on it to induce it to
harden. Elisseeff wondered if she could devise a polymer that hardened under minimal
light.That way, surgeons could simply inject
the compound and shine a light through the
skin to trigger solidification, obviating the
need for surgery. Her experiments with mice
and rats succeeded. Now, Advanced Tissue
Sciences of La Jolla, CA, is investigating the
polymer as a way to repair everything from
ruined knees to facial damage. Meanwhile,
Elisseeff is impregnating hydrogels with stem
cells—which can mature into different
human cells—to try to create a new form of
cartilage replacement.“So little is known
about stem cells,” she says.“It’s very exciting.”

ALEXANDER FAY

So much data, so little bandwidth. That’s the
mounting problem Caltech professor of electrical engineering Michelle Effros has wrestled
with for 10 years. Her innovations in data compression over networks are so original that
Stanford University electrical engineering vice
chair Robert Gray calls them “profound.” Her
heady work has almost single-handedly
created research interest in algorithms to
optimize transmission of data over busy, noisy
networks like the Internet and various wireless infrastructures. At first “it was hard even to
get peer reviews of research,” she recalls. But Effros persisted.“I like working further out.
Entrepreneurism is not what excites me—research into new areas does.”Today, however, her
algorithms set the standard for academic- and commercial-network compression
techniques. And the recreational mountain hiker says with a smile that her once neglected
field now teems with breakthroughs.“We are really starting to crack the data compression
problem,” Effros says.“Progress is coming much faster now.”

SHAWN FANNING

AGE 21

INTERNET AND WEB
NAPSTER

Not many undergrads write world-changing
code, appear on the covers of Time, Fortune and
BusinessWeek, or testify in front of U.S. Senate
committees before they can legally buy beer.
Shawn Fanning has done all three since founding the cultural juggernaut Napster in a Northeastern University dorm in 1999. Fanning
transformed a software script he wrote to help
a roommate retrieve digital music files from
the Internet into a full-featured online swap
service millions of users strong.The free program enabled users to post MP3 digital music files
they had on their computers to an online index supported by Napster, and to access files from
any other person’s computer.That way, users could swap music files directly.The application
became so popular that the Recording Industry Association of America effectively shut it down
in 2001 through lawsuits alleging copyright infringement. Fanning is busy relaunching his
company as a paid subscription service. His concept, though, continues to challenge the status
quo. Music industry giants are scrambling to mimic Napster’s success on a pay-per-use basis—
but to no avail, as free copycat sites constantly spring up.

AGE 31

Train buff Alexander Fay jumped at his PhD advisor’s suggestion to design knowledge-based
ASEA BROWN BOVERI
software to help human railway-traffic
controllers in their struggle to keep trains running on time. When train breakdowns occur, some
controllers tinker with track signals to reroute trains; others call for backup trains.Their
decisions ripple through the rail system. Studies estimate $200 in lost economic opportunities
for each minute a passenger train is late. Given Europe’s congested rail networks, the potential
savings from better management is huge. After interviewing dozens of controllers, Fay used
fuzzy-logic principles to integrate 150 when-this-occurs-do-that rules into his software. German
Railways is now implementing his computer program, which standardizes the most efficient
responses to service disruptions, in one of its regional control centers. Fay’s methods also apply
to other systems. At Zürich, Switzerland, construction giant Asea Brown Boveri, he is developing
software that captures the know-how of process and control engineers to reduce problems in
designing and running pharmaceutical, chemical and energy plants.
TRANSPORTATION
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JUSTIN FRANKEL

AGE 22

Justin Frankel has brought music to desktops in
numerous ways. After dropping out of college in
AOL TIME WARNER
1997 and returning home to Arizona, he wrote
Winamp, a program that let people play downloaded MP3 music files on their PCs. It was much
easier to use than existing MP3 players. He and partner Tom Pepper also devised Shoutcast,
which enables computers to broadcast like radio stations over the Internet.To vastly expand
music’s availability online, Frankel then created Gnutella, a system that lets Internet users swap
MP3s and other files. Unlike Napster, Gnutella does not pass files through a central distribution
point—and recording companies can’t track them. By the time Frankel released Gnutella in 2000,
he had sold Nullsoft, the company under which he developed Winamp and Gnutella, to America
Online. AOL paid $400 million for Winamp and online-radio pioneer Spinner Networks and
merged them under AOL Music in San Francisco. But AOL became wary of Gnutella because it let
people acquire music they hadn’t paid for and pulled the program.What’s next from Frankel?
“Just stuff that hopefully will make a difference,” the rebel says.That’s a tune he’s played before.
INTERNET AND WEB

VINAY GIDWANEY

AGE 20

SOFTWARE
CONTROL-F1

CLAIRE GMACHL

AGE 34

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LUCENT TECHNOLOGIES’ BELL LABS

Beam mid-infrared light waves across a
power plant’s smokestack and you can measure the flow of gaseous pollutants. Feed that
data back to the plant and you can trim
pollution and fuel consumption. It’s just one
opportunity created by the quantum cascade
laser.The laser, invented at Bell Labs in 1994,
had promise as the heart of a smaller, less
expensive, more efficient apparatus for monitoring smokestack emissions. But when Austrian physicist Claire Gmachl arrived at Bell
Labs in 1996, the laser still had one fatal flaw:
a messy, broad-spectrum beam.Within a year,
Gmachl had the problem licked. She
amplified one portion of the beam by sculpting the laser crystal into an echo chamber for
photons. It was a major leap, and colleagues
say the intense Gmachl has since delivered
an average of two advances of similar importance each year. She’s also been experimenting with lasers tuned to identify telltale gases
found in our breath that may indicate everything from asthma to heart disease. Now
Gmachl is focused on carrying data in fiber
optics, where rapid-pulse lasers could help
sate our hunger for bandwidth.
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

Vinay Gidwaney wrote the software that his
Calgary, Alberta, high school used to teach his
classmates word processing. Resellers
expressed interest, and Gidwaney, only 16,
started a small company to supply it. But he
found himself spending a lot of time meeting
customer requests.Youthfully impatient and
eager to reserve his time for writing code, he
created software tools to automatically handle
certain customer support tasks. Gidwaney
soon realized he could develop versions of the software tools to sell to other companies, to
enable them to provide live support to their customers over the Internet. So the Canadian
started Control-F1 in Calgary. Gidwaney, chief technology officer of the 40-person company,
calls his tools “better than being there.”That’s because a remote customer can continue to
work on her computer while Control-F1 software is solving her support problem in the background: no need for her to step away from the computer for a human technician. Several organizations now use Control-F1 to provide customer support, including Novell, Unisys and IBM.

ROBERT GUTTMAN

AGE 32

SOFTWARE
FRICTIONLESS COMMERCE

Choosing a car color is hard enough. Imagine
trying to make strategic purchasing decisions
for a huge corporation. Robert Guttman’s knack
for software agents—autonomous,
personalized programs that facilitate betterinformed decisions—has made such buying
chores easier.With an artificial-intelligence
degree and four years at Motorola, Guttman
arrived at the MIT Media Lab in 1996 to plan
the world’s first agent-mediated marketplace
experiment. His idea was to create software agents that could find certain goods for their masters at preferred prices, then negotiate and close sales on the buyer’s behalf.The successful
experiment left Guttman wondering whether similar agents could function in real-world marketplaces. In June 1998, along with two MIT colleagues, Guttman founded Frictionless
Commerce in Cambridge, MA, to commercialize his technology.The software is now used by
operations like the U.S. Army for large purchase orders of laptops, truck brakes, even lumber.
With Frictionless’s success secure, Guttman has left his post as chief technology officer—
though he remains a board member—and is shopping his talents around.
TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
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TR100PROFILES

SUSAN HAGNESS

AGE 31

Breast cancer will strike more than 200,000
women in the United States this year, and 40,000
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
will die. X-ray mammography is the best way to
detect early tumors, but the technique misses one in five cases, and women find the test
uncomfortable. Susan Hagness and collaborators have invented a better breast-imaging
technique. A woman lies on her back so that her breasts flatten naturally, and an instrument
Hagness is developing scans the breast tissue with very-low-power microwaves, which are safer
than x-rays. Hagness’s preliminary measurements on breast biopsy specimens indicate that
microwave imaging makes malignant tumors stand out better than x-rays do.The energetic
Hagness developed sophisticated computer algorithms—which process data collected by the
imaging instrument—to enhance the detection and discrimination capabilities of microwave
imaging. So far, her computational studies indicate that her approach should detect tumors just
a couple of millimeters across, an improvement on the five-millimeter limit of x-ray mammography.The first version of Hagness’s instrument will be used for research.
MEDICINE

MICHAEL HANSEN

AGE 32

HARDWARE
SARNOFF

AGE 29

MATERIALS
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

Derek Hansford’s unobtrusive bearing is just
what you’d expect from someone who
designs ways to sneak drugs past the
immune system. Hansford has been fabricating tiny polymer particles that can hold drugs
and be injected into a patient’s bloodstream.
Once there, they could hunt down tumors
and release their drugs, without affecting
healthy cells. Along the way, the particles
would shield the drugs from degrading
enzymes and would not elicit attacks from
the immune system—a common problem for
cancer drugs—because they do not attract
immune cells. Although other bioengineers
are making polymer drug-delivery devices,
none has made large numbers of uniform
particles small enough to travel in the bloodstream; each of Hansford’s particles is about
the size of a red blood cell.The scientist has
adapted a technique called soft lithography
to make the particles, casting hundreds of
millions of them in varied shapes out of
reusable molds. Startup company iMedd
plans to license his technology. Hansford will
now try to make particles for inhalable
drugs—an alternative to injections.
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RAMESH HARIHARAN

AGE 32

SOFTWARE
STRAND GENOMICS

In school, Ramesh Hariharan found biology
boring. But once he became a computer
science professor at the Indian Institute of Science, he got excited about the race to map the
human genome. So he cofounded Strand
Genomics in Bangalore, where he designs software tools to efficiently analyze the ever
increasing volume of data about the makeup
of genes. One U.S. customer is applying
Hariharan’s data-crunching innovations to proteomics—the analysis of protein structures to aid in the discovery of new drugs. Strand
Genomics expects to grow from 35 to 100 employees this year.Wearing another hat, Hariharan
also works to bridge the digital divide.With colleagues from the university and from a local
software firm, he started the nonprofit Simputer Trust to develop a simple, cheap (under $200),
portable, battery-operated computer to bring the Internet to the developing world.The trust’s
first targets are rural Indian village schools, hospitals or community centers that have phone
lines.Villagers get smart cards that give them access to a shared Simputer, while touch-screen
icons and the Dhvani text-to-speech system Hariharan developed empower illiterate users.
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

HARIHARAN: CHRISTOPHER BROWN/CORBIS SABA

DEREK HANSFORD

As a child, Michael Hansen hung out at Radio
Shack and wrote such good programs on the
store’s computers that the salespeople ran
them as demos. Software mastered, he learned
hardware, earning a graduate degree in electrical engineering. In 1993 he joined Princeton,
NJ-based Sarnoff to tackle visual processing—
“the hardest darn problem I’d ever seen.”
Before he knew it, Hansen, who also found time
to become a private pilot, was leading a $5
million-a-year group. In 2000 his team developed a chip that lets inexpensive portable devices
process visual data collected by surveillance cameras.The chip provides hundreds of times
more visual processing than a general-purpose Pentium microprocessor at one-tenth the cost,
says Peter Burt, director of the vision technologies lab at Sarnoff.The for-profit R&D company
believes networks of such simple devices will have great commercial value in military
surveillance, law enforcement and auto safety. In order to, as he puts it,“shorten the path from
technology development to new products,” Hansen is now working on his MBA.

TR100PROFILES
JOHN HARRINGTON

AGE 34

Growing up in the shadow of Amgen in
Thousand Oaks, CA, and then working in the
ATHERSYS
company’s labs during college, John Harrington
saw what it takes to succeed in biotech’s upper echelon. He kept that in mind when he founded
Cleveland-based Athersys in 1994, then worked 18 hours a day to build it while still a postdoc.
During that time Harrington coinvented the first man-made human chromosome; gene
therapists are now investigating how to use such artificial chromosomes to penetrate cells and
repair disease-causing genes. In his academic work, Harrington discovered fen1, a DNA-cutting
enzyme that can accelerate the spread of cancers. Athersys is pursuing drugs that inhibit fen1
because they have the potential to treat cancer, alone or with chemotherapy. Athersys’s 130
employees are also commercializing Harrington’s most recent invention, a process called
“random activation of gene expression,” which unveils the functions of proteins and could be an
important tool in medical research and therapy. Athersys investors seem happy with
Harrington’s creations and his ability to go all out: since 2000 they have chipped in $90 million.
MEDICINE

MAR HERSHENSON

AGE 30

SOFTWARE
BARCELONA DESIGN

AGE 25

INTERNET AND WEB
RED SWOOSH

Travis Kalanick is good at escaping sticky
situations. In 1998, he launched Scour.com
with six buddies at the University of
California, Los Angeles.What began as a Web
search engine morphed into a popular peerto-peer file exchange system with 250,000
simultaneous users trading movies and
music. Everything was looking up until more
than 30 media companies sued Scour for
$250 billion for copyright infringement. Scour
settled and eventually sold its assets.Then, in
2001, Kalanick founded Los Angeles-based
Red Swoosh with Scour’s engineering team.
They’ve developed software that streamlines
the way content—documents, music,
videos—is moved around on the Internet.
Typically, when you request a file from a Web
site, it is delivered from a centralized server.
Red Swoosh’s software continually updates a
directory that lists which files are on which
servers and end-user desktops and transfers
the file to you from the closest source, speeding delivery.The scheme also saves big bucks
in server infrastructure for the company that
posted the file. Several media moguls with
busy Web sites are now testing his software.
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LYDIA KAVRAKI

AGE 34

SOFTWARE
RICE UNIVERSITY

Lydia Kavraki made her first move between
worlds when she left Greece to do a PhD in
computer science at Stanford University.
Drawn to the human potential of robotics,
Kavraki studied how robots—from assembly
line “arms” to autonomous machines—assess
the obstacle-laden world and move around in
it. She then created an algorithm that rapidly
generates a path for a robot to follow through
a given environment, using descriptions of
how the robot moves, the space it’s in, obstacles it must navigate and its beginning and end
points.Today, most papers on robot-path planning cite her algorithm, and engineers in the
automotive industry are using variations of it to build better robotic assembly lines. Kavraki,
meanwhile, has moved to a new research world, applying the rules of her algorithm to predict
how two molecules will move through space and interact with each other—crucial to designing drugs. Intense and determined, Kavraki finds the two problems closely linked:“There is a
potential here for solving problems that could affect our lives, whether it’s a robot that helps
disabled people get out of bed or a tool that helps find a compound to treat disease.”
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

KALANICK: DAVE LAURIDSEN

TRAVIS KALANICK

Mar Hershenson came to Silicon Valley from
Barcelona, Spain, for a summer job, met her
future husband and stayed, bringing a bit of
her native city to California in the form of
Barcelona Design, which she cofounded in
1999.The Sunnyvale, CA, company produces
software and intellectual property, developed
by Hershenson, for quickly optimizing the
design of analog circuits for cell phones,TVs
and DVD players. Previously, engineers could
spend a year designing a single analog chip.With Barcelona’s solution, custom analog circuits
can be finished in hours. Hershenson’s breakthrough was to represent circuits with equations
that can be solved mathematically. She learned the technique in a course taught by Stephen
Boyd, the Stanford University professor with whom she launched the company.The 45employee firm has raised $44 million and lined up several large clients, including chip-making
giant STMicroelectronics. Bursting with ideas, Hershenson plans to apply Barcelona’s
technology to a wider range of circuitry.

MATT KEYSER

AGE 32

Matt Keyser revels in pedaling his bike amidst a
pack of racers pounding down a precipitous
NATIONAL RENEWABLE ENERGY LABORATORY
mountain road. During sane moments, Keyser
designs transportation technology at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory in Golden, CO.
He’s received two patents since 1992, with three more in the works. In 2001, Keyser and coworkers significantly extended the life span of lead-acid batteries in cars. Batteries provide a power
surge to a vehicle’s starter, then recharge. Normally, the process encourages sulfuric acid to
oxidize, which ruins the negative battery plate. But Keyser changed how the battery charges,
reducing chemical reactions and extending battery life up to 400 percent.“That means fewer
batteries in the landfill,” he says. Ford Motor is testing the battery in a prototype electric vehicle.
In 1997, Keyser wrapped a standard catalytic converter with a vacuum insulator to keep it hot for
hours.The retrofit eliminated 80 percent of the tailpipe emissions that a car produces while
warming up.The unit is being commercially developed by auto parts supplier Benteler. Keyser
particularly likes its adaptability:“You can put it on a new car, or a ’78 Pontiac.”
ENERGY

J. JOSEPH KIM

AGE 32

MEDICINE
VIRAL GENOMIX

KARA KOCKELMAN

AGE 32

TRANSPORTATION
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

In Kara Kockelman’s transportation models,
there is no place to hide.The civil engineering
professor crunches data on where people
shop, work and go to school, what kinds of
vehicles they buy, real-estate development
trends and demographics to help devise optimal transportation policies. Her results are
sometimes provocative: for example, from
traffic data, she calculated that a large SUV
slows traffic by spending as much time lumbering through an intersection as 1.41 passenger cars. Kockelman says,“We can’t build
our way out of congestion,” and argues that
road users should therefore shoulder the
costs they impose on others. Her studies support, for example, the selective enactment of
something called “credit-based congestion
pricing”: drivers would be allotted a certain
number of commuting trips, which they
could use or trade, the way power plants
trade emissions credits. Such ideas are not
particularly popular, but, Kockelman maintains,“I divorce myself from the emotions of
the issue and allow the data to tell me what’s
happening.” And Kockelman practices what
her studies preach: she takes the bus to work.
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

Viruses learned how to better infect people
over millions of years of evolution; chemical
engineer and MBA J. Joseph Kim is using their
knowledge to fight other diseases. Kim figures
to use the viruses’ strategies as the basis for
new drugs for cancer and inflammatory
illnesses. In 2000, after several years at Merck,
Kim founded Viral Genomix in Philadelphia, for
which he has raised $1 million.“Since I was in
high school I wanted to start my own biotech
company,” he says. His company may soon have its first drug: Kim has tinkered with a protein
called vpr, which helps the HIV virus replicate, and has coaxed it to trigger cell death in more
than 50 different cancer cell lines. So far, the protein has worked in laboratory cultures and in
mice and macaques; Kim intends to begin testing it in human cancer patients within a year and
a half.To that end,Viral Genomix has established a partnership with the University of Pennsylvania. Kim is also developing a drug based on vpr that can limit the proliferation of the
immune system cells that cause rheumatoid arthritis and psoriasis.

REINER KRAFT

AGE 33

INTERNET AND WEB
IBM

The Internet is a great set of parts. Reiner Kraft
wants to make them a more valuable whole.
One way is to exploit the many computers
linked to the Internet to solve massive computing tasks that no single computer could handle
well. Kraft coinvented a program that parcels
out such tasks over the Internet to thousands
of PCs; each solves its morsel, and the program
integrates the solutions. In 1998, IBM applied
for a patent based on Kraft’s distributedcomputing scheme, which is used increasingly to crack computing problems. Kraft then
created jCentral and xCentral—custom search engines for IBM’s programmers.They search and
return Java and XML programs, respectively—the software behind many Web applications—
and nothing else.This allows the company’s programmers (and non-IBMers, too) to much more
efficiently build libraries of code for creating advanced applications that leverage the Internet’s
capabilities. Kraft has cranked out numerous other programs that integrate Internet functions
and has filed 80 patent applications. Despite his prolific youth, however, Kraft frets about
what’s been left undone.“I worry,” he says,“that I am missing some good opportunities.”
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TR100PROFILES
PAUL KRAJEWSKI

AGE 33

TRANSPORTATION
GENERAL MOTORS

STEVEN LAKEN

AGE 30

MEDICINE
EXACT SCIENCES

Deadly genetic defects often involve singlenucleotide polymorphisms—single changes
in the base pairs that make up DNA. As a
graduate student at Johns Hopkins
University, Steven Laken discovered that
such a change occurs in six percent of
Ashkenazi Jews and correlates with a 20 to
30 percent risk of colon cancer. With 20 million Ashkenazi Jews potentially at risk, Laken
was not satisfied with simply finding the
defect; he wanted to devise a rapid test for
it. He created a lab procedure that separates
DNA into fragments and then uses mass
spectrometry to quickly search the
fragments for the polymorphism. Doctors are
now using the technique to screen patients
with Ashkenazi backgrounds for colon
cancer. After completing his graduate work,
Laken joined Maynard, MA-based Exact
Sciences, where he is now adapting the innovation for broader genetic tests, including
one for nonpolyposis colon cancer, the most
common inherited form of the disease.
Laken believes his methods could spot virtually any illness with a genetic component,
from asthma to heart disease.

CORINNA E. LATHAN

When he left the University of Michigan, Paul
Krajewski was an expert in “creep” behavior
related to all things aluminum. In the jargon of
metallurgy, creep is heat- and stress-related
deformation, and it’s part of the reason aluminum is tricky to use for making cars. Aluminum
is about 67 percent lighter than steel, but it is
far more susceptible to cracking when deformed.Today Krajewski is a leading materials
scientist at General Motors, devising ways to
engineer aluminum so it can be used in mass production of lighter and more fuel-efficient
family sedans and SUVs instead of just pricey handmade exotic cars. Krajewski invented a flashheating technique that allows aluminum to bend on the assembly line without cracking.To
ease one manufacturing process, he even developed a lubricant using milk of magnesia.
Krajewski has won seven patents related to his techniques, which will help General Motors
build cars with “creases and curves, anything that would excite the eyes of the customer,” he
says. And those lightweight parts should also excite customers when they get to the gas pump.

CHRISTINA LAMPEONNERUD AGE 34
MATERIALS
TIAX

Christina Lampe-Onnerud’s energy is boundless. She’s a cellist, a master of jazz dance and
has directed award-winning choruses. Boundless energy is also her technological goal. During doctoral work in inorganic chemistry in her
native Sweden, Lampe-Onnerud patented a
new cathode material that increased the power
of lithium batteries. After leading research
devising high-energy materials at two startups,
she joined New Jersey-based Bell Communications Research in 1995.There she helped
develop prototypes of the first lithium batteries made from thin-film polymers and the first
practical process for manufacturing them.The batteries were smaller, more powerful and safer
than conventional lithium batteries.Today the technology is licensed by many major battery
makers.With seven more patents filed, Lampe-Onnerud now oversees 10 labs that investigate
new battery materials for Tiax, which bought them from Cambridge, MA-based consulting firm
Arthur D. Little. As a consultant, Lampe-Onnerud has led research teams at numerous companies. Her goal:“to cram as much power as possible into a battery without it blowing up.”

AGE 34

While involved in biomedical studies funded by
NASA, Cori Lathan realized that astronauts in orbit
ANTHROTRONIX
encounter physical challenges much like those
faced by people with disabilities. An astronaut, for example, must learn to move in an awkward
space suit much the way a spinal-cord injury victim may have to relearn to walk.The experience
guided Lathan in her search for better assistive tools as founder and CEO of College Park, MDbased AnthroTronix. An expert in human-performance engineering, Lathan devised interfaces
that allow children to communicate with a half-meter-tall robot via body movements.Wireless
sensors are placed on the child’s body, and Lathan’s playful, furry JesterBot solicits and mimics the
movements and facial responses of its human buddy.The interaction can help a child with
cerebral palsy get through painful physical therapy. Lathan is applying similar ideas to army
research. Gestural interface technology can keep a night patrol leader in wordless contact with
soldiers equipped with goggles that display his gestures as small icons.“I never thought about
what I wanted to be,” she says.“I always just looked for cool things to do.”
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RAYMOND LAU

AGE 30

SOFTWARE
IPHRASE TECHNOLOGIES

DER-HORNG LEE

AGE 34

TRANSPORTATION
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE

Singapore leads the world in fighting traffic
with technology.Vehicle sensors are
ubiquitous, and so are message signs
warning drivers of upcoming jams. Drivers
are even charged higher tolls during rush
hour. But when the island government seeks
to boost the IQ of these “intelligent
highways,” it turns to Der-Horng Lee, a civil
engineer at the National University of Singapore. He is in demand among transportation
engineers and companies worldwide, helping
them write better software that models traffic and controls road signals and signs in real
time—for example, changing urban stoplight
sequences on the fly as drivers flee rush-hour
highways. Lee says traffic prediction is like
weather prediction, only tougher. Predictions
must be done quickly and account for the
fact drivers might change plans after hearing
them.The key is having the right algorithm,
based on the right traffic simulation model.
Most models assume group behavior, but
Lee’s “microscopic” models acknowledge that
some traffic-bound drivers will sit in the mess
while others will cut through city streets or
choose a longer highway route.

ANDREAS LENDLEIN

At 16, Raymond Lau wrote StuffIt, which soon
became the prevailing software for compressing files on Macintosh computers so they take
up less space. But Lau really heard his calling
when he realized “the mathematical models for
data compression are pretty similar to those for
language processing.” He joined MIT’s Spoken
Language Systems Group in 1994 and was central to its Galaxy project, producing software to
recognize speech and interpret language, then
deliver database information. He followed with Galaxy II—software that lets U.S. marines
access information hands-free. Lau then used Galaxy II as the backbone of the MIT lab’s most
ambitious project: Mercury.The system allows anyone to call the lab, speak to a computer and
book flights on 23 airlines, as if talking to a travel agent. In 1999 Lau became chief technology
officer of startup iPhrase Technologies in Cambridge, MA, to apply his expertise to written
words. IPhrase programs have advanced search capabilities for Web sites such as Yahoo!
Finance and Schwab.

KELVIN LEE

AGE 32

MEDICINE
CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Mad-cow disease occurs when an unruly
protein called a prion causes healthy proteins
in cattle brains to misfold.The same is true for
the human versions of mad cow—“variant”
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, which is contracted
from beef, and the naturally occurring “sporadic” form. But until Kelvin Lee unleashed a
new style of protein analysis, diagnosing these
maladies required a postmortem brain biopsy—obviously, too late for patients. During
postdoctoral work at Caltech in 1996, Lee identified a marker protein for sporadic CreutzfeldtJakob disease, yielding the first premortem test for the ailment. Lee went beyond the traditional method of studying a few proteins at a time; instead, he simultaneously analyzed the
2,000 proteins in human spinal fluid to pick out the telltale compound. In 1997 he confirmed
that the disruptive protein also appears in mad-cow-afflicted cattle. People are now being
tested for the protein in the U.S. and Europe. No one has confirmed whether the same marker
characterizes variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, but Lee’s team recently identified other protein indicators that may prove fruitful. Lee is also working on a similar test for Alzheimer’s.

AGE 32

Most matter isn’t very smart. But some exotic
materials have memory: you can bend them, but
MNEMOSCIENCE
when heated they return to their original shape.
Engineers have tinkered with these materials for robotic and automotive applications, but polymer chemist Andreas Lendlein envisions their use in implantable therapeutic devices. In 1997,
while working at MIT, Lendlein became the first to develop a biodegradable shape-memory
polymer that responds to body temperature. A surgeon could insert a compressed polymer
through a tiny incision; once inside the body it would expand.The payoff could be improved
coronary stents to prop open blocked arteries, or scaffolds for growing new organs. A polymer
with cells attached could be inserted to replace lost cartilage; triggered by the body’s warmth,
the polymer would expand into the shape of the missing cartilage, then degrade as new tissue
grew. Lendlein returned to his native Germany and cofounded mnemoScience, in Aachen, to
commercialize his technology. MnemoScience’s researchers have successfully tested Lendlein’s
materials in animals, and they hope to release their first medical product in a few years.
MATERIALS
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TR100PROFILES
MAX LEVCHIN

AGE 26

After emigrating from Ukraine to Chicago as a
teenager, Max Levchin enrolled as a computer sciPAYPAL
ence student at the University of Illinois so he
could create and break codes. He moved to Silicon Valley after graduation to start a company
based on his cryptography passion. In 1999, he cofounded PayPal in Palo Alto, CA, which quickly
became the Internet’s leading person-to-person payments processor. One in four transactions on
eBay is settled using PayPal’s system for debiting and crediting checking accounts and charge
cards. In February, the company went public, raising $70 million. As chief technology officer, Levchin not only manages servers that store encrypted data about the company’s 15 million
members but has led the development of an antifraud program called Igor, named after a Russian
fraudster it helped apprehend in 2000. Igor monitors PayPal’s transactions for unusual behavior,
alerting personnel to freeze suspicious accounts or head off cash en route to dubious destinations.The FBI has also enlisted Igor to combat wire fraud. Citibank and Bank One, and even eBay
itself, have launched rival online payment services, but none has matched PayPal’s market share.
INTERNET AND WEB

PAMELA LIPSON

AGE 34

SOFTWARE
IMAGEN

MARIANGELA LISANTI

AGE 18

NANOTECHNOLOGY
HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Unchallenged by high-school physics labs,
Mariangela Lisanti went looking for a “real”
project the summer after her junior year. She
approached nanotechnology expert Mark
Reed at Yale University. His challenge: design
a better way to measure the conductance of
a single atom in a nanowire.With virtually no
help, Lisanti taught herself quantum mechanics, built an apparatus at Yale and generated
data. Reed was floored:“In two months she
did what often takes postdocs one or two
years—with significantly less supervision.”
After her senior year, Lisanti improved her
apparatus so it generated more data in a day
than other approaches did in three months.
She spent $35 on parts; other setups cost
$100,000. Reed says Lisanti also unveiled
aspects of conductance “never observed
before.” Researchers nationwide have asked
to use her technique.The first student to
place first in the Intel Science Talent Search
and the Siemens Westinghouse Science and
Technology Competition, Lisanti is now a
freshman at Harvard University.“My passion,”
she says with a joyous smile,“is to explain
things that haven’t been explained.”
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In 1997, after finishing her PhD and starting up
Imagen in Cambridge, MA, Pamela Lipson
would get phone calls from her mentor, Alex
d’Arbeloff, chairman of the MIT Corporation.
“Focus,” he’d always tell her. Lipson had devised
algorithms that could rapidly identify and classify digital images.Venture capitalists wanted
them, but for far-flung applications: to improve
Web searches for images, or for face recognition, video-database indexing or pharmaceutical R&D. But it was not clear any of these emerging markets would embrace Lipson’s
technology. In a quest for real customers, Lipson bet on inspection of printed circuit boards.
She adapted Imagen’s software so it could identify production errors from a digital snapshot
without misidentifying normal variations in parts. She designed a straightforward interface
so users could easily modify the software. Inspections using Imagen software enhanced productivity without introducing lag.“What used to take five minutes now takes 20 seconds,”
says Paul Keating at Teradyne, which has rights to use Lipson’s technology. Now that’s focus.

JEFFREY LONG

AGE 32

NANOTECHNOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

Chemist Jeffrey Long is daring to remake the
ubiquitous computer hard drive. Long is
devising ways in which chemists can
assemble large inorganic molecules packed
with different metals to create a host of
novel materials for use in the emerging field
of nanotechnology. His first target is the
molecular magnet, a chemical structure
whose electrons can be set spinning in
synchrony by a magnetic field. Molecular
magnets are a potential replacement for the increasingly crowded metallic films that constitute computer hard drives. Each molecular magnet could represent one bit of memory,
enabling storage densities a thousand times greater than those of the best existing films.
Long began building his own molecular magnets in 1997, demonstrating a scheme for
packing them with progressively more chromium, cobalt and nickel. Unfortunately, his
best clusters can only be magnetized at a chilly -270 °C, just 3 °C above absolute zero. Making more practical molecular magnets may take years, but if this field heats up, it could
revolutionize computer storage.
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

IHOR LYS

AGE 32

Ihor Lys wants to color your world with light that
morphs, fades and blends in computerized patCOLOR KINETICS
terns, thanks to multihued arrays of lightemitting diodes (LEDs). Lys came to lighting after 11 years at Carnegie Mellon University, where
he studied electrical engineering and robotics. While working on an LED-based display for a
robot, he realized that by combining bright blue LEDs—just then being reported in labs—with
existing red and green ones, he could create new possibilities for digitally controlled
illumination. But it took circuit design virtuosity to produce lush visual environments using
these simple indicator lights. In 1997 he teamed up with engineer George Mueller and
launched Boston-based Color Kinetics, which reported revenues of $17 million in 2001. Colors
from its LED fixtures fill corporate lobbies, swimming pools, spas—and even emanate from the
cables of Philadelphia’s Ben Franklin Bridge. Lys “keeps pulling off miracles,” says the MIT Media
Lab’s Michael Hawley, a Color Kinetics board member. But Lys views his mission in simple terms:
“I see things that are expensive and difficult, and I want to make them cheap and easy.”
HARDWARE

ROB MALDA

AGE 25

INTERNET AND WEB
SLASHDOT

SURYA MALLAPRAGADA AGE 29
MEDICINE

MANALIS: WEBB CHAPPELL

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY

If laboratories are ever to become factories
that can produce human organs, scientists
must find ways to grow cells faster and in a
more controllable way. A chemical engineer
who trained at the intensively competitive
Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, Surya
Mallapragada is closing in on that goal.
Mallapragada has designed biodegradable
polymer scaffolding to guide the growth of
individual cells in the same way that wooden
supports guide the tendrils of a grapevine. In
experiments, she implanted her scaffolds in
rats, tied the ends of torn nerve cells to them
and showed that the cells could relink by
growing along fine grooves on the polymer
surface. Carving the grooves was key; the
usual technique of bombarding the scaffold
with ions degrades the polymer, so Mallapragada used alternatives like laser etching and
atomic-force microscopy that minimize
degradation.To entice tissue to grow quickly,
Mallapragada lined the grooves with special
cells that ooze growth-inducing proteins.
When she’s not busy teaching nerve cells to
grow, Mallapragada spends a little time
learning tae kwon do.
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

While Rob—don’t call him Robert—Malda
may fit the irreverent hacker stereotype, his
finest hack does not. Malda is founder of Holland, MI-based Slashdot, a Web site cum
online community cum Internet Zeitgeistmeter visited by more than 250,000 surfers
daily. What started in 1997 as an online hangout for Malda’s cronies to trade banter on
geek subjects is now “the number one site for
tech news and geek ranting,” according to the
Washington Post. Contributors recommend news items to Slashdot, where Malda and his
small staff create links to the stories and write introductory paragraphs. Readers post
comments, which are then graded by other readers. Many times, Web sites whose addresses
are cited experience the “Slashdot effect”—an increase in traffic so sharp that their operations sometimes halt. The open-source program that runs Slashdot, which Malda created and
regularly works on, is intuitive enough to have attracted 500,000 registered users. Countless
others have downloaded it to run their own online discussion groups. As Malda continues to
refine the Slashdot experience, he will refine the way the world experiences the Internet.

SCOTT MANALIS

AGE 29

NANOTECHNOLOGY
MIT

One of the first things you notice about Scott
Manalis’s CV is a substantial list of patents. A
tour of his orderly but jam-packed lab,
replete with an ultrasensitive microaccelerometer and microelectromechanical
devices, confirms that Manalis likes to build
gadgets that work on the scale of
nanometers and micrometers. Trained in
applied physics, and an expert on the equipment used to image and manipulate atoms,
he hopes to create revolutionary new tools for advancing molecular biology. He wants to
get direct information on DNA or protein molecules by binding them to, say, silicon
transistors or tiny cantilevers. His dream, he says, is that within five to 15 years, he’ll be able
to “stick a probe into a cell, connect it to a computer” and get real-time information on the
cell’s proteins and genes. Such a tool would be invaluable to molecular biologists,
replacing weeks or months of laboratory analysis. It may take a while, but Manalis is
already creating the technology to make his dream reality.
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STEVE McCANNE

AGE 33

INTERNET AND WEB
INKTOMI

LARRY MIANZO

AGE 34

TRANSPORTATION
VISTEON

Few people consider the internalcombustion engine environmentally
friendly. Larry Mianzo could help change
that. Mianzo is a key player in the auto
industry’s efforts to build cleaner, more efficient engines. His innovations could usher in
something called “electromagnetic variable
valve timing.” In an automobile engine,
valves are opened and closed in a fixed pattern by rotating camshafts. Eliminating the
cams and moving each valve with an
electromagnetic actuator allows optimal
control of valve timing, ending power losses
and providing a more tightly controlled
combustion temperature. The result: a 15
to 25 percent boost in fuel economy and
dramatically lower emissions. Mianzo has
been working on automobile controls for
the past eight years—first for Ford Motor,
now for its spinoff Visteon, in Dearborn, MI.
He has 12 patents issued or pending, including one on a novel road simulation strategy
for testing new vehicles that has helped
save Ford Motor $1 million a year. Mianzo has
accomplished all this while earning a PhD
and hasn’t missed a day of work since 1992.

SEAN J. MORRISON

Steve McCanne’s career as a rock star fizzled in
high school. But noodling on a synthesizer did
spark his interest in digital signal processing,
which blossomed into graduate work at Berkeley National Laboratory.There he helped his
mentor,Van Jacobson, invent the “Internet multicast backbone” (Mbone), which led to Internet
standards for streaming media and enables
people at scattered locations to collaborate
using video, audio and a whiteboard. Among
Mbone’s first users: NASA engineers. In 1998, McCanne cofounded FastForward Networks and
pioneered the first scalable techniques for live Internet broadcasting. In 2000 Internet giant
Inktomi bought FastForward for $1.3 billion to get its multimedia tools—and McCanne, now
chief technology officer. Inktomi, in Foster City, CA, performs cataloguing and searching for
huge portals like America Online and MSN. McCanne is now devising systems to let big businesses, including Ford Motor, McDonald’s and Merrill Lynch use video webcasting throughout
their own networks. Someday he’d like to write a book about “how the Internet really works.”

LOU MONTULLI

AGE 32

INTERNET AND WEB
FREELANCER

It’s one thing to devise a key innovation for the
Internet. Lou Montulli has designed half a
dozen.While a computer science major at the
University of Kansas in 1991, he wrote Lynx, a
program that enabled a computer user to
automatically link text documents. It became
one of the earliest and most popular World
Wide Web browsers. At the same time, Montulli
was a leading figure in the grass-roots effort to
improve several fundamental computer
languages and protocols, including the hypertext transfer protocol—the addressing scheme
that links Web pages—and HTML, the language for creating text and images on Web pages. In
1994 he moved to California to work as a founding engineer at what became Netscape, developing the first commercial Web application. Not all of his innovations have been universally
embraced: he is responsible for cookies—data files that enable Web sites to recognize returning users—as well as blink tags—those endlessly flashing words on Web pages. Shrugging off
the burden of being named People magazine’s sexiest Internet mogul of 1999, the freelancing
Montulli continues to experiment with new ways to exploit the Internet.

AGE 33

Stem cells have become icons of medical hope,
and Sean J. Morrison has made fundamental disUNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
coveries that explain their workings. As a postdoc at Caltech, Morrison devised a way to harvest neural stem cells from fresh tissue rather than
from tissue cultured in the lab, where stem cells might have been created as an artifact of the
culturing process. In so doing, Morrison clarified many of the cells’ properties.“He is one of the
most talented stem cell researchers,” says David J. Anderson, Morrison’s advisor at Caltech.While
studying similarities between stem cells and cancer cells, Morrison and a collaborator made the
surprising discovery that tumor growth may be driven by rare “cancer stem cells.” Now an assistant professor at the University of Michigan, Morrison recently cofounded Cancer Stem Cell
Genomics to investigate the possibility that that discovery could lead to better ways of developing cancer-killing drugs.The nascent company is Morrison’s second business foray. In college he
developed an inexpensive process for mass-producing fungi, but his company lacked capital.
Given stem cells’ medical applications, his new business is not likely to have similar trouble.
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MEDICINE
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MILAN MRKSICH

AGE 33

MATERIALS
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

CHAHAB NASTAR

AGE 33

SOFTWARE
LTU TECHNOLOGIES

Chahab Nastar has always had a passion for
patterns, whether he was tracking the popularity of his rock band Busy Being Born or
designing software to distinguish unhealthy
heart motions, which he did as a researcher
at the University of Paris. Now he’s pouring
that passion into helping computers understand everyday objects and scenes—a challenge that’s still “extremely difficult, if not
impossible, for machines,” he says. Show a
picture of your beach vacation to today’s
average image-recognition program, and it
can find similar beach scenes. But it can’t tell
which beach is pictured or who is
sunbathing. To move to that level, Nastar’s
Paris-based startup, LookThatUp—now LTU
Technologies—has enhanced image-recognition techniques with artificial-intelligencebased learning algorithms. Now, the more
images of, say, cars and animals LTU’s system
memorizes, the more quickly it can classify a
Volkswagen or zebra. The system’s industryleading recognition speed, a mere 200
milliseconds per image, has helped LTU sell
software licenses to a dozen U.S. and
European companies.

STEPHEN O’CONNOR
BIOTECHNOLOGY

Marrying biological and electronic systems
could yield advances in drug discovery,
bioweapon detection—even computing. But
the chemistry must be just right for living cells
and electronics to talk. Milan Mrksich is the perfect matchmaker.The University of Chicago
chemist coats the surfaces of electronic devices
with organic molecules that can convert a
chemical signal into an electrical one, and vice
versa—creating a means of communication
unlike anything developed by the handful of other researchers working on hybrid devices.
Cells in a bioweapon detector, for example, could produce an enzyme when infected by a virus.
The enzyme would interact with molecules on the surface of a microchip, triggering an electrical signal that would set off an alarm.With funding from the U.S. Department of Defense,
Mrksich aims to build a prototype detector within five years. He also envisions computing
devices that would exploit the different ways living and electronic systems handle information.
But for now, Mrksich is just excited that he’s sparked a conversation between cells and circuits.

BILL NGUYEN

AGE 30

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SEVEN NETWORKS

Bill Nguyen is a serial entrepreneur. He led
business or technical development in four
startups before founding Onebox.com, a
company that was among the first to provide
e-mail, voice mail and fax access in a single
mailbox over a conventional phone. Nguyen
sold Onebox for $850 million in 2000, but not
before hearing from wireless subscribers
that they lacked similar data retrieval
services. His solution? Seven Networks. Software from the Redwood City, CA, company lets customers of a wireless carrier access
e-mail, voice mail and other Internet services simply by calling the carrier. Unlike
subscribers to other wireless services, Seven customers don’t have to install extra
hardware or software. So far, Cingular, Sprint PCS and Britain’s mmO2 have implemented
Seven’s innovation, and Nguyen has secured $64 million in venture funding. His company
has also partnered with Microsoft to create software that allows a company’s employees
to wirelessly tap into its intranet. How does Nguyen do it all? For one thing, he is notorious
for sleeping only three hours a day.

AGE 32 Stephen O’Connor is equal parts scientist,

engineer and salesman. Armed with a PhD in
chemistry from Caltech and more than a dozen
jointly held patents, he helped start four companies, raising most of the seed money himself. His
first venture made ultrafast optical sensors. His second, Clinical Microsensors, made DNA
detection instruments he designed to quickly read the genetic makeup of plant and animal tissue; Motorola bought the company for $300 million. Money and experience gave O’Connor the
confidence to found Nanostream in Pasadena, CA, in 1999. It makes custom chips that analyze
microscopic amounts of blood or other fluids, some of the first commercial products in the
rapidly growing field of microfluidics.With $11 million in funding, Nanostream markets the chips
to pharmaceutical companies for drug discovery tests. Also in 1999, O’Connor founded CO2, a
profitable incubator company that has invested in 11 local scientific startups by outfitting their
labs. O’Connor’s Caltech advisor, John Baldeschwieler, says his ex-student is “playing an
increasingly important role in the economic development of Pasadena.”

NANOSTREAM

w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m
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KAZUHO OKU

AGE 24

Commuters in Japan are staring into their
hands—and Kazuho Oku is to blame. Oku used
ILINX
personal digital assistants in high school but only
experienced the Internet when he enrolled at the University of Tokyo as a geology major. He
was struck by how much more useful the Internet could be—especially to idle commuters on
subways and trains—if it were easily accessible over handheld devices. He was soon spending
his time in the university’s computer department, devising a way to compress Web pages and
developing software to convert them into a format for handhelds. The result was Palmscape,
one of the world’s first Web browsers for handhelds. Oku distributed Palmscape—intended for
the Palm Pilot’s Palm operating system—free over the Internet. Before finishing his studies,
Oku was lured to Ilinx, a software company in Tokyo, where he developed his successor
product, Xiino. It comes installed in a wide range of handhelds and is a leading browser for
Palm products in North America, Europe and Japan. Oku is now adding capabilities that allow
corporate clients and individuals to write their own custom applications.
INTERNET AND WEB

ALEXANDER OLEK

AGE 32

BIOTECHNOLOGY
EPIGENOMICS

LARRY PAGE

AGE 29

INTERNET AND WEB
GOOGLE

Google combs more Web pages, faster, than
any other search engine. But perhaps just as
impressive is that despite the dot-com meltdown, the company has never veered from its
mission. Competitors have tried to reposition
themselves as all-purpose “portals,” only to
slip from the radar screen.That thrills Google
cofounder Larry Page, a feisty roller hockey
player. Google has continued to expand the
kinds of data it searches, recently adding
Usenet news groups and retail catalogues.
And it keeps expanding its tool set: for
instance, Google now serves its results to cell
phones. Copresidents Page and Sergey Brin
(p. 69) have worked as equal teammates since
they first devised their unique search
software and went live in 1998.They are both
competitive but know how productive they
are working together.Their responsibilities
often overlap, and they still share an office.
For them, Google is about solving intellectual
problems. Indeed, they recently recruited
Novell and Sun veteran Eric Schmidt as CEO
to manage their 300-plus employees, so they
can continue to focus on technology.“Our
goal is to keep innovating,” Page says.
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Soon after Watson and Crick found that DNA is
made up of four subunits, including one called
cytosine, scientists discovered a so-called fifth
subunit: methylated cytosine. Experiments in
the 1990s showed that methylated cytosine
acts as a switch that can turn a gene on or off.
But researchers had trouble distinguishing it
from ordinary cytosine. Alexander Olek found
an easy way to make it stand out, exposing
relationships between the switch and disease.
Olek also developed lab techniques for quickly scouring large volumes of DNA for the switch.
His work made him a pioneer in “epigenetics,” which explores how environmental factors alter
DNA. Olek, who dreams of helicoptering to a mountaintop to ski virgin snow, brings an adventuresome attitude to his work. At 19 he started his first enterprise, which looked for genetic features of diseases common in South America.While he was finishing his doctorate, Olek started
Epigenomics in Berlin to advance his methylation work.With $35 million of investment capital,
Epigenomics plans to market cancer detection tests that sense tumors’ methylation signals.

VIJAY PANDE

AGE 31

BIOTECHNOLOGY
STANFORD UNIVERSITY

If scientists understood how the body’s
proteins folded, they could better battle
diseases like Alzheimer’s. But analyzing a protein’s trillions of possible folding steps is
daunting, even for a supercomputer. In 1999
Vijay Pande, a professor of chemistry and
structural biology at Stanford University,
wrote algorithms that enable thousands of
isolated computers to calculate tiny portions
of a folding sequence and combine their solutions. The pragmatic Pande then sought advice from distributed-computing entrepreneur
Adam Beberg (a former TR100 honoree) on how to integrate his code into a screen saver that
PC users could download. Dubbed “Folding@home,” the software makes calculations any
time the PC’s screen saver is running and reports the results to Pande’s computer. Since the
project’s October 2000 debut, some 75,000 volunteers worldwide have helped simulate, for
the first time, the complete folding behavior of five important proteins. Born in Trinidad to
Indian parents, Pande is now using distributed computing to map the final folded structures
of the proteins. On any given day, 35,000 PCs are providing the computing power.
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

SUZIE HWANG PUN

AGE 27

Think of Suzie Hwang Pun as a traffic cop for
genes. The chemical engineer uses polymers to
INSERT THERAPEUTICS
carry injected genes through the bloodstream.
With a system of molecular tags, she can direct a gene—say, one that blocks cancer
progression—to just the right spot—like the nuclei of cells in a tumor. It’s a trick that could
solve a huge problem in gene therapy research: a new gene does no good if it doesn’t make it
to the right place. While viruses are the typical delivery vehicles in gene therapy, they’re hard
to manufacture and can be intercepted by the immune system. Pun’s materials avoid those
problems and open the possibility of delivering drugs, as well as genes, with exquisite
precision.“This is the tip of the iceberg,” says Caltech chemical engineer Mark Davis. He was so
excited by Pun’s accomplishments as a graduate student in his lab that he founded Insert
Therapeutics in Pasadena, CA, primarily to commercialize her work. The clear-spoken Pun
jumped at the chance to be a senior scientist and employee number one. If all goes well, her
technology could enter human trials within a few years.
MEDICINE

STEPHEN QUAKE

AGE 32

MATERIALS
CALTECH

JOSEPH REAGLE

AGE 29

INTERNET AND WEB
WORLD WIDE WEB CONSORTIUM

Joseph Reagle bikes rather than use polluting
transportation. He eats vegetarian so animals
are not killed, and brings a quiet but strong
sense of social conscience to bear on issues
like trust, privacy and intellectual-property
rights on the World Wide Web. After earning
his graduate degree from MIT’s Technology
and Policy Program in 1996, Reagle established himself as a creative thinker at the
World Wide Web Consortium, based at MIT. He
has driven several initiatives that will dramatically affect online interactions. He led the
group that developed a standard way for Web
sites to disclose their privacy policies, telling
people what might be done with personal
information. He coordinated input from farflung institutions to create rules recognizable
by all Web browsers for signing online documents, so people can leave unique stamps
verifying that documents have been made or
approved by them. Sound like fun? It was for
Reagle, who says innovation is not just for
technology but for culture.Web inventor Tim
Berners-Lee, who oversees the consortium,
says Reagle is “continually”looking to better
the relationship of the Web to society.
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

The biotech industry dreams of automating
millions of biological experiments on massproduced chips. Colleagues say Steve Quake
has the creativity, intellect and ambition to
make it happen.When Quake was a Stanford
University postdoc, he investigated the behavior of biological polymers. After becoming a
Caltech professor he developed his first microfabricated tools, which use electric fields to
sort cells and manipulate DNA molecules. Soon
thereafter, Quake used soft lithography to build the first set of microvalves and pumps
practical enough to be mass-produced, a key step toward developing the hotly anticipated
chips. In 1999, Quake and some former college buddies founded San Francisco-based Fluidigm
to supply his patented equipment and intellectual property to life science and pharmaceutical
companies. Fluidigm has received $50 million in capital and recently signed a deal to supply
GlaxoSmithKline. Now a tenured professor, Quake divides his time between researching the
structure and function of proteins and devising more-sophisticated microfluidic tools.

RAJESH REDDY

AGE 31

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
JULY SYSTEMS

In Bangalore, India, six years ago, programmers
working for overseas firms were commonplace.
Innovative startups were not.That changed
after Rajesh Reddy, trained at the Bangalore
Institute of Technology, founded Gray Cell
Technologies in 1996. Reddy ambushed a
Motorola vice president on business in Bangalore and showed him that Gray Cell’s desktopto-wireless network was more advanced than
similar Motorola technology. Motorola soon
licensed Gray Cell’s application for sending e-mail via cell phones and pagers and became
Reddy’s first corporate customer. More U.S. investment in Indian information technology companies followed. By 1999 Reddy had renamed his company Unimobile and moved it to Silicon
Valley, where it operated a wireless network connecting 370 carriers in 130 countries.The dotcom bust crippled the company, though. By summer 2001 Reddy was back in Bangalore
launching July Systems, to create software that integrates wireless networks and devices into a
global superstructure.With the backing of investor Ashok Narasimhan, and with business
lessons learned, Reddy is confident July Systems will become a significant player this summer.
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VINCENT RIJMEN

AGE 31

Rules “get in the way most of the time,” says cryptographer Vincent Rijmen. Last year the U.S. govCRYPTOMATHIC
ernment chose the Belgian citizen’s encryption
algorithm, Rijndael (pronounced rain-doll), as its new Advanced Encryption Standard. Rijndael
replaced the aging, no longer unbreakable Data Encryption Standard, used since 1977 by U.S.
government agencies and companies to safeguard everything from e-mail to phone calls. It beat
submissions from many large competitors, including IBM, and will be widely used. Rijmen created
Rijndael with Joan Daemen, 36, a fellow postdoc at Katholieke Universiteit Leuven in Belgium.
The duo pulled off the upset in part by throwing away what Rijmen calls a cryptography “rule”: to
be secure, an encryption algorithm has to be exceedingly complex. Advanced computers would
need trillions of years to decrypt information encrypted using Rijndael—yet the algorithm can
run on devices like smart cards. Already, manufacturers plan to include Rijndael in cell phones,
credit cards and Web browsers.“People will be using it without ever knowing,” says Rijmen, who
recently became chief cryptographer at Cryptomathic, an Aarhus, Denmark, security firm.
SOFTWARE

JONATHAN ROSENBERG

AGE 29

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
DYNAMICSOFT

DAVID SABATINI

AGE 33

BIOTECHNOLOGY
WHITEHEAD INSTITUTE FOR
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

“Right now we have no way of saying,‘Give
me a drug candidate, then give me a list of
every protein in the human body it interacts
with,’” says David Sabatini, whose mellow
demeanor is more characteristic of a jazz
guitarist than a molecular biologist.“But my
technology can do that.”The payoff, he says,
could be better drug design. His technology
is a glass chip, essentially a microscope slide,
spotted with several thousand mammalian
cells. Each spot of cells makes a different
protein; researchers can wash a potential
drug over the slide to see how it interacts
with thousands of proteins at once. In the
past, testing all those proteins might have
taken months. Today a patent on the chip is
pending, and Sabatini has raked in $6.5 million in capital for his Cambridge, MA, startup,
Akceli. But drug screening is only one application: Sabatini aims to make a cell-based
chip that will allow researchers to study
every protein encoded in the human
genome at once. He says his chip could
allow researchers to identify the mutated
genes that lead to disease.
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Thanks to Jonathan Rosenberg, the Internet
could usurp the role of the old-fashioned
phone network.The key is a set of computer
instructions that make it practical for the Internet to carry not just data but two-way telephone calls, teleconferences and pages.This
“session initiation protocol” also supports newfangled connections like instant messaging
and “presence,” which tracks who is available
online at any given moment. Rosenberg produced the protocol with Columbia University telecom expert Henning Schulzrinne while working toward his doctorate at Columbia and overseeing video compression research at Bell Labs.
The telecom industry heralded the protocol, and the Third-Generation Partnership Project, a
high-profile colloquium for setting wireless standards, adopted it in 2000. As chief scientist at
East Hanover, NJ, startup dynamicsoft, Rosenberg has since been cooking up a suite of related
software that would enable wireless phones to download voice, text and video and would let
company Web sites provide voice links to live customer service representatives.

JOHN SANTINI

AGE 29

MEDICINE
MICROCHIPS

John Santini knows all about managing
chronic illnesses; he was diagnosed with lupus
at age 12 and has been taking daily medication
since. Small wonder he chose to pursue drug
delivery technology.Today Santini is chief
scientific officer of MicroChips, which he
cofounded in 1999 to make pills and injections
obsolete.The Cambridge, MA, company is
developing an implantable chip that stores
drugs and releases them at a programmed
rate. Santini devised the technology as an MIT grad student. A dime-sized, surgically
replaceable chip can hold several hundred single-dose drug reservoirs. Patients could control
the chip’s microprocessor remotely—a benefit for, say, patients taking pain medications.
MicroChips recently began testing the chip with an undisclosed drug. Santini’s technology
could be ideal for delivering new protein drugs. Most proteins must be injected into the bloodstream because they are too fragile to survive the digestive system. But an implanted chip
could replace such injections. And with the sequencing of the human genome, Santini says,
“There’s going to be an explosion in protein compounds in the next five to 10 years.”
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

DAVID SCHAFFER

AGE 31

David Schaffer spends most of his time making
things grow: in his garden, orchids; in his lab,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
stem cells. The biomedical engineer is trying to
coax stem cells that lie nearly dormant in the brain to multiply at a much quicker rate than
they ordinarily do, which could help regenerate damaged nerve tissue in patients with
Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s diseases. Last year Schaffer and his colleagues discovered a protein
that causes stem cells to grow, and he showed that the protein’s action could trigger the repair
of nerve cells in mice. By determining how the protein works, Schaffer may be able to get
neural stem cells in human patients to replace damaged neurons. To carry the protein to stem
cells, Schaffer is using inactivated viruses as delivery vans and is now tinkering with their
molecular properties to help them find their targets precisely. Schaffer’s background
equipped him well for his work: he grew up in a family of doctors, was interested in mathematics and majored in engineering. Prodding stem cells to grow is harder than cultivating orchids,
but the potential rewards are richer, too.
MEDICINE

JAN HENDRIK SCHÖN

AGE 31

NANOTECHNOLOGY
LUCENT TECHNOLOGIES’ BELL LABS

KEITH SCHWAB

AGE 33

NANOTECHNOLOGY
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY

Expect big things from Keith Schwab. Just
don’t expect to hear much about them.
Schwab has advanced quantum physics with
two seminal discoveries: At the University of
California, Berkeley, he devised ways to
exploit the quirky quantum behavior of a frictionless fluid called superfluid, which could
lead to a superaccurate gyroscope, important
for space navigation and to measure minute
changes in the earth’s rotation.Then, at
Caltech, he became the first to measure the
fundamental unit of heat flow, a constant that
will limit nanoscale devices.That discovery
was the subject of filmmaker Toni Sherwood’s
2000 documentary The Uncertainty Principle,
popular at film festivals. Schwab lowered his
profile when he joined the tight-lipped
National Security Agency’s quantum computing initiative in College Park, MD. Its goal: a
quantum computer, which could have unparalleled code-breaking power. Schwab is also
building nanoscale machines to demonstrate
another of physics’ bizarre properties: superposition, a particle’s ability to exist in two
places at once. Schwab’s work is
unclassified—for now.
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

Hendrik Schön is reinventing the transistor at
the place it was born. He and his Bell Labs
coworkers have produced single-molecule
transistors whose electrical performance is
comparable to that of today’s best silicon devices but which are hundreds of times smaller.
Making such molecular transistors, which could
lead to ultrafast, ultrasmall computers, has
been a goal of researchers for years; Schön’s
clever design established Bell Labs as a leader
in the race. But Schön is not interested in simply reinventing the transistor. He wants to change
the very materials that form microelectronics, replacing inorganic semiconductors with
organic molecules. Schön has made an organic high-temperature superconductor, renewing
hopes that superconductors could have widespread electronic applications. He also helped
devise the first electrically driven organic laser, which could mean cheaper optoelectronic
devices.The soft-spoken Schön recalls being “very surprised” by how well his molecular transistors worked. But it won’t be a surprise if Schön helps transform microelectronics.

KEVIN SHAKESHEFF

AGE 32

MATERIALS
UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM

The human immune system defends against
foreign objects with vigilance, but Kevin
Shakesheff wants to create lasting peace
between synthetic surfaces and the biological
world. He is building polymer scaffolds, on
which living cells can grow, to form the backbones of what will one day be transplant-ready
organs, as well as drug delivery vehicles that
can steer themselves to target sites.That work
began when the pharmaceutical sciences
graduate spent a year in the lab of MIT bioengineering pioneer Robert Langer. He returned to
the University of Nottingham in his native England to start his own lab.There, Shakesheff
figured out how to incorporate stem cells as well as support cells that he calls the “unsung
heroes” of tissue regeneration into biodegradable polymer structures for organs. Shakesheff is
now using the technique to develop small polymer capsules that can deliver human cells to
injury sites. Last year, the hard-working Shakesheff founded Regentec in Nottingham to
commercialize his work. He’s forging agreements with pharmaceutical companies to massproduce miniature tissue and organ samples for drug testing.
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STEVEN SHAW

AGE 28

ENERGY
MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY

TOM HYONGSOK SOH

AGE 32

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
AGERE SYSTEMS

When Tom Soh was a Stanford University
graduate student, his focus was scholarly: to
push the envelope in nanotechnology
research.Things have changed since he
arrived at Lucent Technologies’ Bell Labs. Soh
heads optical microelectromechanical development at Lucent spinoff Agere Systems, in
Allentown, PA. His task is to make optical
communications systems more efficient and
intelligent. His group’s first success was a
microelectromechanical switching device
that routes fiber-optic signals without
converting them to electronic form and then
back to optical.Those conversions cause the
biggest bottlenecks in today’s telecom
systems, and Soh’s optical switch offers huge
gains in speed and capacity. Agere began
large-scale production in March 2002, after it
received significant orders from top
customers. Soh has since led development of
another product, the optical add/drop multiplexer, which allows light-wave transmissions
to be added or dropped at critical nodes
without electronic conversion. Currently
overseeing 12 engineers, Soh believes great
things can be achieved with team chemistry.

LISA SU

Inside an airliner, vibration frays a tiny piece
of insulation, exposing an electrical wire; an
arc of electricity ignites vaporized fuel—and
a disaster. That’s what investigators suspect
caused the 1996 explosion of TWA Flight 800.
Electrical engineer Steven Shaw wants to
make sure it doesn’t happen again. While
pursuing his PhD, Shaw wrote algorithms
that allow sensors to interpret minute
fluctuations along every electrical line in an
aircraft or building. This information can help building managers find faulty equipment or
wiring and help airplane inspectors pinpoint electrical malfunctions—before problems
turn deadly. Now a professor at Montana State University, Shaw is equally adept at theorizing, coding and working in the machine shop. The California Energy Commission is testing
Shaw’s advanced load-monitoring systems on several state buildings. Better information
about electrical flow can help building managers decide when to fire up backup batteries,
fuel cells or expensive gas turbines.

ANNA STEFANOPOULOU

AGE 33

TRANSPORTATION
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

“The most interesting thing in the world,” says
University of Michigan professor and dirt biker
Anna Stefanopoulou,“is balancing trade-offs
to control complex systems.” Stefanopoulou
works on electronic valves that could boost
the fuel economy of conventional car engines
by an estimated10 percent and make practical
exotic designs that are 30 percent more fuel
efficient and free of nitrogen oxide emissions.
A conventional engine regulates power with a
throttle that controls airflow into cylinders; the timing of valves stays mechanically fixed. But
the timing of electronic valves can vary infinitely, allowing the engine to “gain torque so fast it
can break the crankshaft,” Stefanopoulou says.The native of Greece is developing such
controls using sophisticated mathematical modeling, while high-end car companies “rely
more on intuition,” says her Michigan colleague Jessy Grizzle. Stefanopoulou is also devising
automated gears that would use engine compression to brake vehicles. She was already modeling the control of cars powered by fuel cells when the Bush administration dismantled an
initiative to develop hybrid gasoline-electric vehicles—in favor of fuel cell power.

AGE 32

People often ask Lisa Su why she works for
IBM—after all, aren’t startups where the glamour
IBM
is? Su’s response:“I can run a group that’s like a
startup, yet I have the resources available at IBM.” Her Emerging Products group focuses on lowpower and broadband semiconductors as well as biochips. Its first product is a microprocessor
that improves battery life in handheld assistants and cell phones. Su hired the group’s 10
employees and says their role is to develop broadband products that will “give my mom instant,
unlimited access to information, anytime, anywhere, in any form.” After joining IBM in 1995, Su,
who has a PhD in electrical engineering, played a critical role in integrating copper connections
into semiconductor chips, solving the problem of preventing copper impurities from
contaminating the devices during production.The technology, unveiled in 1998, led to chips that
were 10 to 20 percent faster than those with conventional aluminum connections. Su showed
she had management acumen and was allowed to start Emerging Products.“Lisa became an IBM
executive in five years,” says colleague Scottie Ginn,“quicker than anyone I’ve ever seen.”
HARDWARE
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VIVEK SUBRAMANIAN

AGE 30

MATERIALS
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

VAHID TAROKH

AGE 34

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
MIT

Iran native Vahid Tarokh works so quickly that
by the time people apply his advances, he is
often on to something else. Such is the case
with his breakthrough codes to improve the
speed, capacity and clarity of wireless voice
and data communications. He developed the
codes in 1996 at AT&T Labs, yet U.S. and international telecom standards bodies didn’t
adopt them until 1999.Tarokh’s codes solved
the problem of how best to get a signal from
a base station to a cellular phone without
fading. Solutions proposed by others, such as
adding an extra antenna to the phone or
sending the same signal on different
frequencies, weren’t practical, so he created
algorithms whereby multiple antennas at the
base station could send the same signal
simultaneously on the same frequency. For
two months Tarokh worked day and night
handcrafting his solution on huge sheets of
paper. He moved to MIT in 2000 to work on
“orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing,” an advanced scheme for wideband wireless communications.This summer
Tarokh joins Harvard University as an electrical engineering professor.

TIM TUTTLE

Vivek Subramanian is an inventor’s inventor.
His credits include a novel memory chip that
led him to start Santa Clara, CA-based Matrix
Semiconductor; a tiny, award-winning transistor; and his current project, ultracheap, flexible displays for note-taking gadgets. But his
greatest ambition is to put small amounts of
computing power into everyday items. Subramanian has devised radio frequency sensors
that can be printed onto the plastic and paper
that wrap fresh foods and packaged goods in stores. He’s confident his University of California,
Berkeley, group can produce the circuits for less than one cent each—compared with the current manufacturing cost of one dollar for a conventional radio frequency tag. Such tags on grocery items could give shoppers price and content information, even on-the-spot discounts. A
sensor in a carton of milk could measure lactic-acid levels and signal when it’s time for a fresh
container.“I’m not looking to make the best and fastest electronic devices,” Subramanian says.
“I’m just making them good and fast enough so they can be placed everywhere in everything.”

STEVE TUECKE

AGE 34

SOFTWARE
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY

In 1995, Steve Tuecke’s boss, Ian Foster, offered
the organizers of a supercomputing convention a demonstration of “grid computing”—
linking supercomputers at university and
government labs into a single shared resource.
The problem: the labs’ computers had incompatible hardware, security arrangements and
queuing procedures, and nobody had written a
program to resolve them.“My first thought was
‘Oh, jeez,’” says Tuecke, a software designer in
Foster’s Distributed Systems Lab in Argonne, IL. But within weeks,Tuecke had created the code.
The demo was the talk of the convention.Tuecke’s software grew into the Globus Toolkit—the
“middleware” now used by hundreds of scientists worldwide to share high-end computers,
databases and instruments remotely. Using Globus, a European Space Agency researcher could
log into his desktop and run a climate simulation on a NASA supercomputer in California. Companies like Compaq, Fujitsu, IBM and Microsoft are eyeing Globus as a foundation for businessto-business Web services.“What the Web did for document sharing, the grid is doing for more
general resource sharing,” notes Tuecke, who recently became the lab’s new software architect.

AGE 33

When Tim Tuttle was 30, he quit his job at Lucent
Technologies’ Bell Labs, moved into a dilapidated
BANG NETWORKS
apartment in Cambridge, MA, and began to reinvent the Web. It had a freshness problem. If the information on a Web page changes while you’re
reading it, you don’t know—unless you hit the “refresh” button.Tuttle saw a different possibility:
a virtual network, overlaying the Web, that lets sites send you live updates on information that
changes, the moment it changes. And he was sure he could get it to function on ordinary Web
browsers using ordinary Internet protocols—no extra software needed.Working with no
funding or source of income, he built the first node of such a network: the prototype of the
“Bang object router.” After securing $10 million in July 2000,Tuttle, an active ultimate Frisbee
player, moved to San Francisco to become an Internet entrepreneur. Six months later, his
network was up and running, used chiefly by financial-services companies that need continually
updated information from dozens of sources.Tuttle’s company, Bang Networks, has thrived
through the dot-com collapse: it raised almost half of its $32 million in November 2001.

TUTTLE: FURNALD/GRAY

INTERNET AND WEB
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CAMILLE UTTERBACK

AGE 31

Media artist Camille Utterback’s award-winning
video tracking exhibits create spaces where
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
computers follow and interact with a person’s
entire body. In Text Rain, a demonstration based on patent-pending software created by
Utterback and artist Romy Achituv, participants see themselves projected in real time on a wall
while letters from the lines of a poem rain on their bodies. As the people move, the letters adjust
accordingly. In Crossing, what appears to be an abstract painting on the wall is really a projection
that ripples in response to a viewer’s movements. Utterback’s goal, both as an artist and an assistant professor at New York University and the Parsons School of Design, is to “help people realize
that when technology systems are designed well, they are really fun.” Utterback, who in November 2000 started her own company, Creative Nerve, is a rare example of a computer programmer
trained in the fine arts. Carl Goodman, curator of digital media at the American Museum of the
Moving Image, says Utterback excels at following her curiosity and that her work “will stand up
to scrutiny in the future, when the technology she’s using will no longer be novel.”
ARTS

SUSIE WEE

AGE 32

INTERNET AND WEB
HEWLETT-PACKARD LABORATORIES

LES WELCH

AGE 32

TRANSPORTATION
LOCKHEED MARTIN

Les Welch has been fixing equipment ever
since his bike broke in sixth grade. At
aerospace giant Lockheed Martin he fixes
manufacturing.Welch is applying leanproduction techniques pioneered for auto
assembly to the manufacture of F-22 fighter
planes, bucking the defense industry’s history
of inefficient production.Traditionally, aircraft
have been built in one spot, with assembly
workers walking many kilometers (this has
been measured) to fetch thousands of tools
and parts. In Welch’s approach, a nascent aircraft will move from one work center to
another, each designed to minimize worker
movement and maximize assembly
convenience. Inventory is also reduced. Eric
Ouellette at Lockheed Martin says the
changes will cut manufacturing time up to 40
percent. Ouellette, formerly Welch’s senior
manager, says Welch is “passionate about
eliminating waste.” Before earning his industrial engineering degree,Welch ran manufacturing for a large family business that made
aluminum toolboxes for pickup trucks. As for
his personal tinkering, it’s now directed at his
1986 Jeep Grand Wagoneer.
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Handheld wireless devices are great for voice
and simple data but are frustratingly limited
when it comes to handling video—mostly
because today’s networks were designed for
wired computers with robust processors and
full-sized screens. Susie Wee, R&D manager for
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories’ streaming
media systems group—and an avid hockey
player—is skating around those constraints.
Her first move was to devise algorithms that
adapt data-heavy video streams to the capabilities of different online computers.The result: a
handheld device can receive video at a lower resolution than a workstation, allowing it to
display the video much faster.Wee is now developing protocols for moving streamed content
away from central Internet servers to cache servers geographically closer to end users. Doing
so would reduce network congestion and interruptions, making video and audio flow more
easily to wireless devices.Wee’s goal is to turn your cell phone into a full-blown multimedia
player—a goal she is speeding toward.

CHRISTOPH WESTPHAL

AGE 33

BIOTECHNOLOGY
POLARIS VENTURE PARTNERS

Christoph Westphal invents startups. He
restlessly searches for scientific advances he
can transform into practical technologies.
After grabbing an MD and PhD at Harvard in a
mere six years, Westphal did a two-year stint at
consultancy McKinsey, where he designed
business development strategies for high-tech
firms. He jumped to Waltham, MA-based
Polaris Venture Partners in 2000 and is now a
general partner advising five startups, one of
which he cofounded. Westphal brings more than cash to the table: just ask the people at MIT
spinoff Mimeon, in Cambridge, MA. Robert Langer, a prolific MIT inventor, says Mimeon was
launched in 2001 after Westphal asked him “penetrating questions” about the underexploited
potential of carbohydrate therapeutics. Langer introduced Westphal to MIT bioengineer Ram
Sasisekharan and his technology for sequencing complex carbohydrates. Within months,
Westphal brought in other scientific experts as well as $2 million in seed money. Mimeon is
now zeroing in on its first target: an improved version of the blood thinner heparin—a
substance derived from hog intestines that generates $2 billion in sales annually.
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

SEAN WILLEMS

AGE 29

Sean Willems’s quest for simplicity dates back
to childhood; he recalls being “stressed that
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
‘Kansas’ and ‘Arkansas’ weren’t pronounced
the same way.” Now the cofounder and chief scientist of Boston-based Optiant cuts
through complexity as an industrial pioneer. Willems, who is also an assistant professor at
Boston University, creates software that streamlines the flow of parts and materials to
manufacturers. While a PhD candidate at MIT’s Sloan School of Management, he wrote an
algorithm that optimizes such supply chain flows so manufacturers can cut costs by paring
inventory. Previous algorithms solved only pieces of the problem; Willems addressed the
task in its entirety. Willems tested his theories with leaders like Hewlett-Packard and Nortel
Networks. When he applied them in a division of Eastman Kodak, the company cut
inventory levels by 40 percent and saved $10 million over two years. The “cool thing about
the life I lead,” he says,“is that I get to develop the theory at Boston University and apply it
at Optiant.”
SOFTWARE

JUN YE

AGE 34

NANOTECHNOLOGY
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS
AND TECHNOLOGY

NEIL YOUNG

AGE 31

ENTERTAINMENT
ELECTRONIC ARTS

You pick up your phone and an unfamiliar
computer-generated voice threatens you.
Strangers send you cryptic faxes and chilling
e-mails about government conspiracy. But it’s
all part of the online game Majestic, created
by Neil Young. After stints as a teenage
programmer in the United Kingdom and,
later, at Virgin Interactive in the United States,
Young helped launch Redwood City, CAbased Electronic Arts’ landmark Ultima
Online role-playing game in 1997. Believing
the potential of Internet games wasn’t being
fully explored, he then got restless. He
wanted people to play games with media
they used every day: the Web, e-mail, faxes,
instant messages and phone calls.When Electronic Arts launched Majestic in July 2001,
thousands of players paid $9.99 a month to
take part. After September 11, Majestic shut
down for a week and usage declined, forcing
the company to wrap up the game in April
2002.Young is now developing an adaptation
of The Lord of the Rings for the Xbox, the
GameCube and other systems. Once again,
he’s thinking outside the box:“It’s not a
running, jumping, shooting game,” he warns.
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

Jun Ye is a laser Jedi, wielding beams so precise
they are destined to become a nanotech force.
The Shanghai-born physicist came to the
United States for grad school in 1989, yearning
for theoretical work. But the laser lab lured him,
and he set about tightening the precision of its
instruments—to brilliant effect. By 2001,Ye had
produced a stream of photons with timing
steadier than the oscillations of an atomic clock.
Last year, he synchronized and phase-tracked two pulsating beams of different colors so closely
that they melded into one coherent beam—a feat physicists had thought impossible.Ye’s
phase-locked pulses can be shaped and shortened when different lasers are added to the mix.
University of Colorado physicist Carl Wieman, whose atom-trapping laser tricks earned him a
Nobel Prize last year, says Ye’s tunability gives nanotechnologists a new tool for simultaneously
tweaking each bond in intricate molecules.Ye is now refining his tools to push the frontiers of a
variety of fields.With pulses fast enough,Ye figures he can talk to an atom’s electrons.

ETHAN ZUCKERMAN

AGE 28

INTERNET AND WEB
GEEKCORPS

When Ethan Zuckerman went to Ghana in
1993 as a Fulbright scholar in percussion, he
immediately tried to get online; he was a
Usenet junkie and eager to e-mail his girlfriend (now his wife). But in bustling Accra, he
found only one temperamental Net connection. Zuckerman later became vice president
of R&D at Web-hosting company Tripod, which
made him a dot-com millionaire, but he never
forgot Ghana’s inadequate communications. In
July 1999 he left Tripod and in February 2000 cofounded Geekcorps in North Adams, MA.
Geekcorps sends volunteers with information technology expertise to underdeveloped countries for four-month stints, where they help businesses—from furniture factories to radio stations—get online, expand sales and thus create jobs. One volunteer even helped launch the
Ghanaian parliament’s Web sites. Funded by foundations, aid agencies and private donors,
Geekcorps has sent 35 tutors to Ghana and several other countries. A recent merger with the
International Executive Service Corps gives Zuckerman the support to expand much further.
There’s no shortage of volunteers; more than 1,100 people are on Geekcorps’s waiting list.
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1970-2001
INTERNET AND WEB
AKAMAI TECHNOLOGIES

For the 850 employees at Akamai Technologies, Sept. 11, 2001, was a day of agony and
achievement. At 10:00 a.m., American
Airlines confirmed that Daniel Lewin, the
company’s cofounder and chief technology
officer, was aboard Flight 11, the first plane
terrorists crashed into the World Trade Center. Akamai was built on Lewin’s
groundbreaking computer algorithms—the
very ones that prevented the Internet from
choking that day.
Born in Denver, Lewin emigrated to
Israel with his family in 1983. He served four
years in the Israel Defense Forces, then completed computer science and mathematics
degrees at Technion University, while working at IBM in Haifa. In 1996 Lewin enrolled at
MIT to pursue a master’s degree. The
growing World Wide Web was threatening
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to cause massive Internet congestion, and
mathematics professor Tom Leighton
drafted Lewin to help tackle the problem.
Lewin’s master’s thesis proposed a solution. At the time, a Web server in Atlanta—
say, CNN’s—would have routed its Web
pages through numerous networks to reach
a computer in Seattle. But if duplicate pages
were maintained on servers around the
world, they could be delivered faster and
more directly, with less chance of interruption. Lewin’s algorithms were designed to
let servers monitor traffic over the networks
and then determine which of them could
deliver a desired page most efficiently.
Lewin, Leighton and MBA Jonathan
Seelig started Akamai in Cambridge, MA, in
August 1998 to commercialize Lewin’s algorithms. Seelig, now vice president, says
Lewin was energized by the startup. He had
an affinity for speed and freedom,
demonstrated by his love of motorcycles,

sports cars and skiing. Akamai went public
in 1999. Today, the $163 million company
operates more than 13,500 servers in 66
countries. Some 1,200 clients, including
CNN, Coca-Cola, MSNBC and Xerox, pay Akamai to route their Web pages quickly, freeing
them from the need to expand server
capacity to handle peak traffic.
Akamai’s efficient routing has the
added benefit of leveling the load across
the Internet, preventing crippling
bottlenecks. Immediately following Lewin’s
death, the world swarmed the Web for news
of the terrorist attack. Akamai’s griefstricken employees watched as traffic
spiked to four times its normal volume. The
Internet held firm.“As the late-night hours
came upon us and Web traffic eased,” Seelig
says,“we all realized that Danny’s vision had
been achieved. We only wish that Danny
could have seen it.” Lewin is survived by his
wife, Anne, and two young sons.
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

COURTESY OF AKAMAI TECHNOLOGIES

DANIEL LEWIN
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PROJECT EDITORS

PROFILE WRITERS

Choosing 100 young innovators and profiling each and every
one of them would be an all-hands-on-deck effort for any
magazine. In fact, Technology Review needed many more hands
than we actually had on our staff. Fortunately, we didn’t need to
look far for them. Mark Fischetti, who honchoed the whole
project, is a known commodity in these parts. Mark has written
for us before, most notably his excellent cover story “The
Future of TV” in the November 2001 issue. Fischetti is used to
working smoothly to get big projects organized, having edited
special issues for other publications and worked with notables
such as Michael Dertouzos and Tim Berners-Lee on their
books. For the TR100, Mark helped us set up the panel of
judges, obtained the judges’ comments, and, his biggest task,
assigned and edited the flood of profiles.
Mark did a lot, but he couldn’t have finished the job without Brad Stenger.
Brad has been through this process before; a Georgia Tech graduate student and an
inveterate fan of innovators, he came to TR in the summer of 1999, when he
offered himself up as a summer intern. His interests and talents were perfectly
suited to the first TR100 project, and he spent that summer and fall identifying
hundreds of candidates. He did much the same this time, as well as providing
research on candidates, soliciting letters of recommendation, writing profiles and
writing a story that follows a group of the first TR100 from then until now (see
“Where Are They Now?” p. 98). To Mark and Brad, and to all of those who
contributed, we offer heartfelt thanks. —The Editors
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TR100JUDGES
DAVID BALTIMORE

CHRISTINE KARMAN

KIM POLESE

President, California Institute of Technology;
Nobel laureate, medicine

Founder, Tryllian, the Netherlands

Chairman, Marimba

ROBERT LANGER

JUDITH RODIN

ALFRED BERKELEY

Professor of chemical and biomedical
engineering, MIT;
Professor, Harvard-MIT Division of Health
Science and Technology

President, University of Pennsylvania

Vice chairman, NASDAQ
SABEER BHATIA

Cofounder, Hotmail;
TR100 finalist, 1999
RICHARD DEMILLO

Vice president and chief technology officer,
Hewlett-Packard

RICHARD K. LESTER

Director, Industrial Performance Center, and
professor of nuclear engineering, MIT
ROBERT M. METCALFE

Professor of aeronautics and astronautics, MIT

General partner, Polaris Venture Partners;
Inventor, Ethernet;
Founder, 3Com

UNNA HUH

JUZAR MOTIWALLA

R. JOHN HANSMAN

Member, National Assembly, Republic of Korea
JOSEPH JACOBSON

Associate professor, MIT Media Laboratory;
TR100 finalist, 1999

Partner, Green Dot Capital, Republic of
Singapore
CHERRY A. MURRAY

Member, IBM Academy of Technology

Senior vice president, research strategy,
wireless physical science research, Bell Labs,
Lucent Technologies

NATALIE JEREMIJENKO

NICHOLAS NEGROPONTE

PHILIPPE JANSON

Director, Experimental Product Design Lab,
Yale University;
TR100 finalist, 1999
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

Professor of media technology, MIT;
Chairman, MIT Media Laboratory

DARI SHALON

Partner, Shalon Ventures, Israel;
TR100 finalist, 1999
PHILLIP SHARP

Institute Professor and director of the
McGovern Institute for Brain Research, MIT;
Nobel laureate, medicine
ALAN SPOON

Managing general partner, Polaris Venture
Partners
ANTHONY SUN

Managing general partner, Venrock
Associates
LARRY WEBER

Founder, Weber Shandwick Worldwide;
Chairman and CEO, Interpublic’s Advanced
Marketing Services
ANN WINBLAD

Cofounding partner, Hummer Winblad
Venture Partners
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TR100UPDATE

WHERE
ARE THEY

NOW?
IN NOVEMBER 1999, WE

NAMED THE MEMBERS OF
THE FIRST TR100. AND A
REMARKABLE GROUP THEY
WERE—BRILLIANT, CREATIVE
AND OUT TO CHANGE THE
WORLD. THEY STILL ARE.

BY BRAD STENGER
ILLUSTRATION BY GENE GREIF
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For many of the 1999 TR100, commercialization of their innovations and scientific advances has been a primary concern
over the last several years. It’s been a challenging job, especially given the rapidly
changing technology market. The dotcom mania, at its peak in 1999, has long
since subsided; wireless and telecommunications markets are sluggish. But
research in biotechnology, nanotechnology and information technology is
exploding. And many of the original
TR100 continue to show a remarkable
ability to aggressively turn that research
into real technologies.
Take Peter Seeberger. A professor of
chemistry at MIT, Seeberger was chosen
to the 1999 TR100 for his innovative
work in the esoteric field of carbohydrate
biochemistry. Then, at the awards ceremony, he met another young innovator,
fellow honoree Carmichael Roberts,
cofounder of Brighton, MA-based Surface Logix, a drug discovery startup. Their
ensuing collaboration culminated in the
formation of Ancora Pharmaceuticals to
commercialize carbohydrate-based vaccines. This spring, Seeberger and an Australian biologist he met through Roberts
are collaborating on groundbreaking research that could lead to the first effective vaccine against malaria, a disease that
plagues five to 10 percent of the world’s
population, killing two million every year.
David Clemmer is another 1999
TR100 member who still has high ambitions. Last October, he shipped his life’s
work from his lab at Indiana University
to Waltham, MA, and a small startup
called Beyond Genomics, where he is a
founding scientific advisor. The company
is the first in a new discipline called systems biology, and Clemmer’s invention, a
novel lab instrument to automate the
process of taking chemical snapshots of
living cells, is the linchpin of its business
plan. The goal: to better understand the
biological processes behind human neurology and find a cure for diseases such as
Alzheimer’s and schizophrenia.
Tejal Desai, a researcher in tiny
machines used for drug delivery and
diagnostics, says “the TR100 raised the
visibility” of her fledgling field. “Before
that, no one was paying much attention.”

A rising star in the hot new field, Desai
left the University of Illinois at Chicago in
January 2002 to become an associate professor at Boston University. Meanwhile,
Columbus, OH-based iMedd is working
to commercialize an insulin release capsule that Desai developed; human tests
are scheduled to begin soon.
Even for some named to the original
TR100 for their innovations in information technology and the Internet, the
growing opportunities in biotech have
been too tempting to ignore. Adam
Beberg, an expert in using networks of
linked PCs for distributed computing,
made his reputation breaking encryption codes. Now Beberg is using the
same distributed-computing tools to
help crack some of biotech’s biggest
problems: understanding how proteins
fold into their final three-dimensional
shapes and how genes code for proteins.
Tens of thousands of PCs around the
world, which together offer more computational power than supercomputers,
are now joined in Folding@home and
Genome@home, thanks to Beberg and
his collaborators at Stanford University
(including 2001 honoree Vijay Pande).
The Internet business has not exactly
been smooth sailing during the last few
years, but even in those rough waters,
some TR100 members have managed to
flourish. Marc Andreessen, for one, has
not lost his magic touch. One of the
founders of Netscape, Andreessen cofounded startup Loudcloud in September
1999 to outsource Internet services. In
March 2001, Loudcloud went public and
raised $150 million, braving a disastrous
climate for Internet investments.
Others tied to the “new economy”
haven’t fared as well. In 1999, Michael
Saylor and his company, MicroStrategy,
were riding high. Saylor had a grand
vision for his Internet software; he called
it “query tone,” and TR’s 1999 profile
said it “would make it possible to answer
any question you might have, in the
form you want it, quickly and reliably.”
Unfortunately, there were a few financial
questions that the company couldn’t
answer. In March 2000, MicroStrategy
was forced to “restate” its recent financial
records; as a result, the company’s stock
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

price dropped 140 points in a day, losing
62 percent of its value. But Saylor has survived. The slimmed-down McLean, VAbased software company now thrives by
selling data-mining software for corporations. “Two years ago, we were in several
different lines of business,” Saylor says.
“Today we are in one.”
For others, the Internet roller coaster
has been a bit less dramatic. Open-source
software guru Miguel de Icaza was
named not only a member of the TR100
but also TR’s innovator of the year in
1999 for his leadership of GNOME, an
effort to create an easy-to-use, opensource graphical interface for Linux. De
Icaza cofounded Boston, MA-based
Ximian in October 1999 to create software products for GNOME users and has
continued carrying the open-source banner. Most notably, de Icaza has led an
effort to develop Mono, an open-source
alternative to Microsoft’s .Net software
for Web-based applications.
The Internet was not the only tech
sector to suffer hard hits since the first
TR100. Telecom and networking saw
w w w. t e c h n o l o g y r e v i e w. c o m

their prospects rise and fall. Wim
Sweldens was one of the survivors, joining the management ranks at Lucent
Technologies’ Bell Labs. As a director of
research, he’s now playing a major role in
managing what’s arguably the world’s
most talented technical corps. That’s not
to say his own research days are over.
During the last two years, Sweldens has
continued to publish seminal work on
compression algorithms.
In 1999, Steven Jurvetson, managing
director of San Francisco-based Draper
Fisher Jurvetson, was an outspoken proponent of e-commerce. Now he has
turned his attention to nanotech, becoming chairman of the NanoBusiness
Alliance and investing in several nanotech startups. “Nanotech represents the
natural culmination of a number of technology trends,” suggests Jurvetson.
Joseph Jacobson is one of those technologists out to prove Jurvetson right. In
1999, Jacobson was best known as cofounder of E Ink, a company commercializing paperlike electronic displays. Now
Jacobson, director of the NanoMedia

group at MIT’s Media Lab, is well into his
next project. His lab recently used radio
waves and nanoscale antennae to control
strands of DNA. Jacobson is optimistic
that the technique can be used to improve
disease diagnosis and drug delivery. In
October 2000, he cofounded engeneOS in
Waltham, MA, to develop the technology.
Jacobson, a veteran when it comes to
commercializing radical innovations, is
under no illusions concerning what it
takes to get products to market. “It’s hard
work. Instant success doesn’t happen.”
Erik Winfree, a Caltech professor
who specializes in DNA computing,
Hideo Mabuchi, a physicist at Caltech
and pioneer in quantum computing, and
Daniel Schrag, a geochemist at Harvard
University, all won MacArthur Fellowships in 2000. The coveted “genius grants”
give the researchers $500,000 each with
“no strings attached” over five years.
Winfree, for one, reports that “progress is slow” in his efforts to learn how to
use DNA molecules as the basic elements
in computing. But then, no one said
changing the world would be easy. ◊
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